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Zip14 (solute carrier family 39, member of 14, SLC39A14) is a transmembrane 

metal-ion transporter. The mammalian ZIP (Zrt-, Irt-like Protein) family of 

transmembrane transporters consists of 14 members. Zip14 has been shown to 

transport iron as well as zinc into hepatocytes. The studies described here investigated 

the relationship between Zip14 and iron status by using animal models of dietary iron 

deficiency and overload. Weanling male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed modified AIN-

93G purified rodent diets that contained 10 ppm iron (FeD), 50 ppm iron (FeA) or 1.9% 

carbonyl iron (2% FeO) for 3 wk. Zip14 expressions in three major iron-loading tissues 

were analyzed: the liver, pancreas and heart. Hepatic Zip14 protein levels did not differ 

in response to dietary iron status. In the pancreas and heart, Zip14 protein levels were 

significantly up-regulated by 2% carbonyl iron. The higher levels of Zip14 protein were 

not associated with higher levels of Zip14 mRNA, indicating that Zip14 expression is 

post-transcriptionally regulated by iron.  
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The localization of Zip14 expression was performed by immunohistochemistry with 

the three major important tissues in the iron metabolism: liver, pancreas, and duodenum. 

In the liver, Zip14 protein was highly localized in the hepatocyte membrane along with 

sinusoids by 2% carbonyl iron. In the pancreas, highly intense Zip14 immunostaining 

was localized on perinuclear regions and the plasma membrane in acinar cells. In the 

duodenum, the immunostaining of Zip14 was faint in FeD, but unexpectedly, 2% FeO 

showed strong signals of Zip14 in the basolateral membrane of the villus region.  

To test whether some of the ZIP family members respond to dietary iron status in 

the liver, the mRNA expression of ZIP family transporters was analyzed by qRT-PCR. 

ZIP5 mRNA expression was highly induced in iron-loaded rat livers relative to the 

control livers. In addition, the levels of ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 mRNA were significantly 

down-regulated by dietary iron overload. However, dietary iron deficiency and overload 

also induced small, but significant, modulation in hepatic levels of other metals. Thus, it 

is possible that differences in the levels of these metals affected the ZIP expression. 

Collectively, these observations suggest that ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, ZIP10 may play a role in 

hepatic iron/metal homeostasis during iron deficiency and iron overload.    
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CHAPTER 1 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

History of Iron in Nutrition 

The word “iron” comes from the Anglo-Saxon iren, and the symbol Fe and words 

such as ferrous and ferric derive from ferrum, the Latin name of iron (1). The special 

role of iron in health and disease was recognized by the ancient Chinese, Egyptians, 

Greeks, and Romans (2). For example, the ancient Greeks administered iron to their 

injured soldiers to improve muscle weakness, which probably derived from hemorrhagic 

anemia (2). The term “anemia” was the first described by Lange in the 16th century as a 

chlorosis often found in adolescent and young women (3). Chlorosis is from the Greek 

word chloros (meaning green), as patients had a greenish tint to their skin. In the early 

eighteenth century, the scientific method was first applied to the study of iron nutrition, 

and it was demonstrated that iron was a major constituent of human blood (4). The 

widespread therapeutic use of iron tablets began in 1832; iron tablets were shown to 

cure young women in whom “coloring matter was lacking in the blood” (4). 

Subsequently, in 1932, it was demonstrated for the first time that inorganic iron could be 

used for the synthesis of hemoglobin (3). Since then, the biological functions of iron in 

the human body have been studied extensively.  

Iron Metabolism 

Functions of Iron 

Iron is a member of the transition elements, which means that it has unfilled d 

orbitals. Incomplete orbitals allow for various oxidation states such as Fe2+, the ferrous 

form, and Fe3+, the ferric form. Iron can easily change between these two forms, so this 

special property permits iron to play a major role in many biochemical reactions.  
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The most biologically important function of iron is in heme-containing proteins. 

Heme is composed of a porphyrin ring structure with a central iron atom. The major role 

of heme iron is as the oxygen-carrying constituent of the proteins hemoglobin in red 

blood cells and myoglobin in muscle tissue. Hemoglobin in red blood cells carries 

oxygen from the lungs to the tissues, whereas myoglobin functions as an oxygen store 

in muscle. About two thirds of body iron is present in hemoglobin in red blood cells, and 

myoglobin accounts for 5~10% of total body iron. Another important class of heme-

containing protein is represented by cytochromes. Cytochromes are essential to cellular 

energy production as part of the electron transport chain. They serve as electron 

carriers during the synthesis of ATP, the primary energy storage compound in cells. 

Most of the iron in the body is found in hemoproteins, however, small amounts of 

non-heme iron-containing proteins also have key functions in electron transport. Several 

enzymes such as cytochrome c reductase, succinate dehydrogenase, and nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide dehydrogenase are included in these non-heme iron-containing 

enzymes. Hydrogen peroxidases, such as catalase and peroxidase, are another group 

of enzymes that need iron. The main function of these group enzymes is to protect the 

organism from oxidative damage.  

Distribution of Total Body Iron  

Total body iron averages approximately 3.8 g in men and 2.3 g in women (5). Iron 

levels in women are generally lower than men because of smaller muscle and liver 

mass and menstrual blood loss. Greater than 70% of total body iron is found in 

hemoglobin in red blood cells. Each red blood cells contains approximately one billion 

iron atoms; at normal turnover rates, this corresponds to an incorporation of 2  1020 
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atoms of iron per day (6). Approximately 20~30% of body iron is stored in hepatocytes 

and in reticuloendothelial (RE) macrophage in the forms of ferritin or its degradation 

product hemosiderin (6). Approximately 0.1% of the total body iron is found in blood 

plasma bound to the iron transport protein transferrin, Tf (5). Tf delivers iron to 

developing erythroid precursors, as well as to other tissues of the body. These 

distributions of body iron are altered by iron disorders or pregnancy.  

Iron Recycling  

Under physiological conditions, about 25 mg of iron per day is consumed for heme 

biosynthesis by immature erythrocytes in the bone marrow (7). To meet the demand for 

heme production necessary for erythropoiesis, iron must be recycled from senescent 

red blood cells processed by macrophages of the RE system (RES). The RES is 

composed of monocytes, macrophages, and their precursor cells.  Monocytes are 

generated in the bone marrow, released into the blood and tissues, where they 

differentiate into macrophages. The macrophages mainly responsible for recycling iron 

from senescent RBCs are found in the liver, spleen, and bone marrow.  

Red blood cells live for approximately 120 days. When they reach the end of their 

lifespan, red blood cells are ingested by macrophages. Every day, the RES ingests an 

estimated 360 billion senescent erythrocytes (8). Within the phagocytic vesicles, heme 

is metabolized by heme oxygenase and the released iron is exported to the cytoplasm 

through the action of natural resistance-associated macrophage protein-1 (Nramp1) (9), 

a protein similar to DMT1 (divalent metal transporter 1). Iron export from macrophages 

to Tf is accomplished by ferroportin (FPN), a transmembrane protein located on the 

macrophage cell surface (10). The release of iron is facilitated by ceruloplasmin, a 
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multicopper oxidase (11). Although nearly all cells can take up iron from Tf, most Tf iron 

is taken up by erythroid precursors and is incorporated into hemoglobin.  

Iron Storage 

The main site of iron deposition and storage is in the liver, mainly in hepatocytes. 

Iron stores for 12.5 % to 25% of total body iron in a healthy adult man (12). About 50% 

of body iron stores is found in the RES (7). When body iron levels decrease, stored iron 

is mobilized to meet the erythropoietic and cellular demand.  

Within cells, iron is stored in a protein complex as ferritin or hemosiderin. Ferritin, 

the main form of soluble storage iron in tissues, consists of a protein component 

apoferritin. Apoferritin is composed of 24 subunits arranged as a hollow sphere and 

functions by catalyzing the conversion of ferrous to ferric iron. Apoferritin can store up to 

4500 atoms of iron (13). Ferritin molecules aggregate eventually to form clusters, 

probably due to the polymerization of the ferritin protein. These clusters are engulfed by 

lysosomes and degraded (14), resulting in aggregate molecule referred to as 

hemosiderin. In iron overload conditions, the major storage compound is hemosiderin, 

which is dramatically increased a hundred fold in comparison to that of ferritin, which 

only increases tenfold (15).  

Iron Excretion 

Unlike with other transition metal nutrients Cu and Zn, there is no physiologic 

mechanism of iron excretion by the human body (16). Daily loss of body iron is about 1 

mg only most of this is through feces and desquamation of cells such as skin, GI 

mucosa, nails, and hair (17). Iron excretion is increased during iron overload in humans 

and animals (18, 19). However, the amount of excretion is insufficient to restore iron 
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overload to normal iron status, indicating that the excretion mechanisms are extremely 

limited.  

Regulation of Iron Metabolism 

Dietary Iron Absorption 

Iron consumed in the diet is either heme iron or non-heme iron. Heme iron is 

present in meat sources, and most of the non-heme iron is generally consumed in green 

leafty vegetables, grains, and legumes.  Heme iron is absorbed more efficiently than 

non-heme iron, but most dietary iron is non-heme iron (20). The uptake of heme and 

non-heme iron occurs at the apical surface of duodenal enterocytes via different 

mechanisms.  

Dietary non-heme iron mostly exists in an oxidized form (Fe3+) that is poorly bio-

available. To be absorbed, the Fe3+ must first be reduced to the Fe2+ form. This was 

thought to be mediated by the ferrireductase enzyme duodenal cytochrome b (Dcytb) 

(21). However, ablation of the murine Dcytb gene resulted in no iron-deficient 

phenotype, implying that other intestinal reductases probably substitute. Once in the 

Fe2+ state, ferrous iron is then transported into the intestinal cells by DMT1. 

Heme-iron is absorbed through a candidate low-affinity heme transporter, 

presumably heme carrier protein 1 (HCP1) in the duodenum (22). However, recent 

research identified that HCP1 is a high-affinity proton-coupled folate transporter (PCFT) 

(23). The role of HCP1 to heme uptake will require more study. Once dietary heme iron 

has entered the enterocyte, it is likely degraded by intracellular heme oxygenase to 

release iron (24), which enters the same intracellular iron pool as absorbed non-heme 

iron. Intracellular enterocyte iron can either be stored in the iron storage protein ferritin 

or transported across the basolateral membrane of the enterocyte into the circulation by 
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FPN (25). To facilitate iron release from intestinal cell, the multi-copper ferroxidase 

protein, hephaestin is thought to convert ferrous iron (transported by FPN) to ferric iron. 

Ferric iron rapidly binds with high affinity to apo-Tf in the portal circulation and is 

delivered to peripheral tissues via the Tf-Tf receptor (TfR) system (26). 

Regulators of Iron Absorption 

Intestinal iron absorption is tightly controlled and is dependent on body iron needs. 

Two major factors that modulate iron absorption are the amount of iron stores and iron 

in the erythroid mass (27). Other conditions, such as hypoxia, pregnancy and 

inflammation, may also alter iron absorption. These factors mostly affect non-heme iron 

absorption. The absorption of heme iron is also affected, but the extent is more limited 

(28). Body iron stores appear to be the important factor regulating non-heme iron 

absorption in the normal individual. In a normal adult male, the usual amount of storage 

iron is approximately 1 g. When iron stores decrease, dietary iron absorption increases 

until stores are replenished. Conversely, when stores increase, iron absorption will 

decrease until equilibrium is regained (29, 30). 

A second important factor influencing iron absorption is erythropoiesis. Within the 

body, the most significant sink for iron is the erythroid marrow, where iron is utilized 

both to meet the metabolic requirement of developing red blood cells and for 

incorporation into newly synthesized hemoglobin. The erythroid regulator of iron 

absorption probably dominates over the store regulators (31). Even though iron 

absorption is regulated by the level of iron storage, the extent is modestly regulated, 

over a range of no more than 3-fold (31). However, the erythroid regulator is more 

potent, capable of increasing iron absorption as much as 10 fold or more (31). For 

example, in -thalassemia, a genetic disorder that involves decreased and defective 
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production of hemoglobin, absorption of iron continues even though iron stores are 

massively elevated (32).  

Previously, these regulators were investigated only as clinical phenomena, but the 

exact molecular mechanisms were not understood. In 2001, two independent groups 

discovered an iron-regulatory hormone, hepcidin (33, 34). Hepcidin regulates body iron 

homeostasis by interacting with FPN. Hepcidin is secreted into the blood, where it acts 

systemically to bind to FPN, resulting in internalization and degradation of FPN (35). 

FPN is predominantly expressed in macrophages and enterocytes and thus regulates 

iron entry into the blood. For example, hepcidin levels are increased in response to iron 

overload, and iron release from enterocytes and macrophages is reduced (36). 

Conversely, in iron deficiency when hepcidin levels are decreased, iron release from 

these tissues is increased by enhanced expression of FPN (37, 38).  

Cellular Iron Uptake and Export Proteins  

Transferrin (Tf): Tf is an 80 kDa glycoprotein synthesized mainly by the liver. Tf 

has two homologous lobes (N- and C-lobe), each containing two domains that are 

connected by a flexible hinge (39). Both lobes have a high affinity for iron (40), but other 

metals such as Mn, Co, Cu, and Ca can bind with low affinity (41). In the iron-free form, 

the two domains are open; in the iron-carrying form, the two domains are tightly closed. 

The iron-binding site exclusively binds ferric anion iron (42). The affinity of iron for Tf is 

a pH-dependent process. In plasma (pH 7.4), iron is very strongly bound to Tf, whereas 

iron is released at acidic pH. Tf does not release all iron until below pH 4.6, however, 

receptor bound Tf is released more iron at even mildly acidic pH (pH 5.6 ~ pH 6.5) (43, 

44).  
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Tf Receptor 1 (TfR1): Tf-bound iron (TBI) in the plasma is transported into cells 

via binding of the ligand to its receptor at the cell surface. The best characterized 

receptor for human Tf is TfR1. TfR1 was first recognized as a specific receptor for 

cellular TBI uptake (45). Structurally, TfR1 consists of two identical glycoprotein 

transmembrane subunits linked by a disulfide bond (45). Each TfR subunit contains a 

short N-terminal cytoplasmic domain required for receptor endocytosis, a 

transmembrane domain, and a large C-terminal extracellular domain, which plays an 

important role for Tf binding and receptor dimerization (46). The extracellular domain 

binds one Tf molecule per subunit, forming a multimeric Tf-TfR complex. Binding of 

TfR1 with Tf depends on pH and the iron content of Tf. At physiological pH (7.4), TfR1 

binds only iron-carrying Tf, either monoferric or diferric. The TfR1-binding affinity with 

diferric is 10-fold higher than monoferric Tf, and 2000-fold higher than apo-Tf at the 

physiological pH (47). Conversely, at the low pH of the endosome, the affinity of TfR1 

for apo-Tf is much higher than at physiological pH.  

TfR1 is expressed ubiquitously, and the highest levels of expression are in 

erythroid cells, proliferating normal and neoplastic cells as well as placenta (48, 49). 

The expression of TfR1 is regulated by several factors. TfR1 expression is induced by 

low intracellular iron levels and down-regulated by high iron conditions (50). The change 

in the TfR1 expression in response to iron status is mainly regulated at the post-

transcriptional level by interactions of IRP (iron-regulatory protein) and IRE (iron-

response element). This will be discussed later in the regulation of iron metabolism. The 

expression of TfR is also regulated by the state of cellular differentiation. Immature 

erythroid cells which synthesize high amounts of hemoglobin have the higher numbers 
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of TfR1 (51). As maturation progresses, TfR1 expression gradually decreases. At 

reaching the mature erythrocyte, TfR1 is not expressed (52).  

TfR1-mediated TBI uptake is affected by proteins such as HFE, the protein 

defective in hereditary hemochromatosis (HH). HFE is a protein similar to class I 

molecules of the major histocompatibility complex (53). In human embryonic kidney 

(HEK 293) cells, HFE protein was identified to co-precipitate with TfR1, forming a stable 

complex (49). Both HFE and diferric Tf recognize overlapping regions on TfR1 (54), 

resulting in competition between HFE and diferric Tf for binding to TfR1 (49), suggesting 

that HFE negatively regulates TBI uptake. The role of HFE in the regulation of hepatic 

TBI uptake was investigated using Hfe knockout mice. TfR1-mediated TBI uptake was 

increased by 40 to 70% compared with iron-loaded wild-type hepatocytes (55). 

Tf Receptor 2 (TfR2): A second Tf receptor gene (TfR2) was identified in 1999. 

TfR2 protein has a high degree of homology to TfR1, with 66% primary sequence 

similarity and 45% identity in the extracellular region (56). Like TfR1, TfR2 interacts with 

Tf in a pH-dependent manner; holo-Tf binds at neutral pH and apo-Tf binds only at 

acidic pH (57). However, TfR2 appears to have several different characteristics. For 

example, TfR2 has a much more restricted tissue distribution. Human TfR2 is highly 

expressed in liver, normal erythroid precursor cells and erythroid leukemia cell lines (58). 

Less TfR2 expression is found in spleen, lung, muscle, prostate and peripheral 

mononuclear cells.  

The details of how TfR2 is involved in iron metabolism are unclear. However, 

mutations in TfR2 have been identified in Italian patients and unexpectedly, they 

developed hepatic iron overload (59). Recently, it has been shown that hepatic TfR2 
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protein is regulated post-translationally by holo-Tf, which increases the stability as well 

as half-life of TfR2 (60). Hepatic TfR2 protein levels, not mRNA, were up-regulated in 

animal models of iron overload, such as mice fed a high-iron diet or Hfe knockout mice 

(61). On the other hand, TfR2 protein was down-regulated in hypotransferric mice, an 

animal model that has a low Tf concentration but hepatic iron loading (61). In light of 

these observations, it was proposed that the concentration of holo-Tf in the blood may 

be a main regulator of TfR2 protein expression.  

Divalent Metal Transporter 1 (DMT1): DMT1, also known as DCT1 and Nramp2, 

was identified in 1995 as a homologue of Nramp1, a protein that controls natural 

resistance to several types of infections (62). Two years later, DMT1 was cloned by 

functional screening of a rat cDNA that induced iron transport activity in Xenopus 

oocytes (63). Another group also identified a mutation in DMT1 in an inbred mouse 

strain (mk) with severe microcytic anemia (64). Later, the identical missense mutation 

was also found in the Belgrade (b) rat (65). These two DMT1 mutant animals displayed 

greatly reduced intestinal iron absorption and impaired iron use by the erythron, 

resulting in iron-deficient anemia.  

DMT1 is a transmembrane protein with 12 predicted transmembrane domains (66). 

There are four mammalian DMT1 isoforms (67). Two isoforms differ by the presence or 

absence of an IRE in their 3’ untranslated region. The presence of an IRE suggests that 

DMT1 is regulated post-transcriptionally by intracellular iron levels via IRE-IRP 

interaction. In iron-deficient conditions, IRE-IRP binding may stabilize DMT1 mRNA 

allowing for more protein translation, followed by increased iron absorption. The 

duodenum expresses mostly the IRE form of DMT1, whereas erythroblasts express 
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chiefly the nonIRE form of DMT1. Other tissues such as kidney, brain, liver, and thymus 

express both forms of DMT1 (68). Two other isoforms of DMT1 have been designated 

as 1A and 1B; these isoforms arise from different promoters and transcription start sites 

with mutually exclusive splicing of the alternative first exons to exon 2 (67). However, 

the 1A and 1B isoforms of DMT1 have not been well characterized with respect to 

physiological significance in vivo and tissue expression profiles.   

The physiologic role of DMT1 has been clarified largely by studies of the two 

DMT1 mutant animal models. These animals display severe hypochromic anemia due 

to impaired intestinal iron absorption and defective iron utilization in red cell precursors. 

DMT1 is expressed at the brush border of enterocytes in the proximal duodenum where 

most of dietary iron is absorbed. DMT1 mediates uptake of ferrous iron from the gut 

lumen (69). DMT1 is also present in the endosomal vesicles of hematopoietic 

precursors where it functions in transport of iron released from the Tf-receptor complex 

into cytosol for utilization or storage (70, 71). Transport of ferrous iron by DMT1 is 

proton-coupled, with highest activity occurring at low pH (below 6) (63). This is 

consistent with the role of DMT1 as iron importer in the duodenum and endosome 

where the pH is around 6 (63). At the subcellular level, DMT1 has been detected on the 

plasma membrane and endosomes, colocalizing with Tf (71-73), implying DMT1 cycles 

between the endosomal membrane and the plasma membrane. DMT1 has been also 

postulated to be involved in non-transferrin bound iron (NTBI) uptake from the plasma 

(73). Functional expression studies in Xenopus oocytes have shown that DMT1 not only 

mediates transport of iron but also other divalent metals Zn, Mn, Co, Cd, Cu, Ni, and Pb 

(63). Competition studies suggest that Pb, Mn, Co, and Zn can share the intestinal 
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absorption pathway with Fe. This possibility is consistent with the well known increased 

absorption of Pb in iron deficiency (74).  

ZIP14: ZIP14 is a membrane protein that is predicted to contain 8 transmembrane 

domains (75). The calculated molecular weight of ZIP14 is 54 kDa, however, ZIP14 

appears to be a trimer with glycosylation (75). The higher molecular mass bands of 

ZIP14 are intensified in non-reducing conditions. ZIP14 mRNA expression profiles in 16 

different human tissues by Northern blot analysis exhibited most abundant expression in 

liver, followed by heart and pancreas (76). A similar pattern of ZIP14 expression was 

observed by using a multiple human tissue expression array (75). Murine Zip14 

transcript abundance by qRT-PCR revealed that the highest expression is in liver, 

whereas a moderate level is in heart, kidney and white adipose tissue (77). Other 

studies, however, found high expression of Zip14 in the duodenum as well (78, 79).  

ZIP transporters can be divided into 4 subfamilies, one of which is LIV-1 (80, 81). 

The members of the LIV-1 subfamily, termed LZT (LIV-1 subfamily of ZIP zinc 

Transporters), contain a unique and highly conserved metalloprotease motif 

(HEXPHEXGD) in predicted transmembrane domain V, which has been shown to be 

essential for zinc transport (82). Human ZIP14 belongs to the LZT subgroup of ZIP 

transporters, and it has a slightly altered motif, EEXPHEXGD (75). Interestingly, human 

ZIP14 with an altered signature motif can still act as a zinc influx transporter in 

mammalian cells. This was the first finding that a human LZT protein with an altered 

motif can transport zinc into cells.  

ZIP14 (SLC39A14) belongs to the ZIP family of metal-ion transporters in mammals. 

The term “ZIP” stands for Zrt- (zinc-regulated transporter), Irt- (iron-regulated 
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transporter) like proteins (83). The first member of the ZIP family to be identified was 

IRT1, which is expressed in the roots of iron-deficient plants (84). The amino acid 

sequence of IRT1 was nearly identical to those of new member of proteins ZRT1 and 

ZRT2 (85). ZRT1 is a primary zinc influx transporter with high-affinity activity in yeast, 

whereas ZRT2 encodes the low-affinity zinc transport protein (85). Since the initial 

discoveries of these ZIP proteins, 14 ZIP family members in mammals have been 

identified. Many of these proteins have been shown to transport a variety of cations, 

including Zn, Fe, Mn, and Cd (82). IRT1 was originally identified as an iron transporter 

in plants, but when expressed in yeast, IRT1 mediates the uptake of zinc and 

manganese as well (86). Recently, Zip14 has been demonstrated to be a metal 

transporter of zinc, iron, and cadmium and manganese (78, 79, 87).   

Hepatic Zip14 expression is modulated by infection and inflammation, perhaps 

serving to enhance the uptake of zinc (87) or iron (88). Significant alterations in host 

zinc and iron metabolism occur during various acute and chronic infectious diseases, 

including hypozincemia and hypoferremia. The depletion of zinc and iron in the blood 

has been considered to help host defense against invading microorganisms. The 

development of hypoferremia during inflammation is caused by highly induced hepatic 

hepcidin. Hepcidin regulates serum iron levels during inflammation by the rapid 

internalization and degradation of the main iron export protein FPN, making iron less 

available for invading substances (89). On the other hand, zinc is redistributed from the 

serum to several tissues, particularly the liver (90). The plasma and tissue redistribution 

of zinc constitutes a well-characterized step of the acute-phase response of the 

organism. The acute-phase protein, IL-6, has been shown to regulate hepatic Zip14 
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expression in response to inflammation (87). Up-regulation of Zip14 expression was 

associated with an increase in zinc taken up by the liver, suggesting a role of Zip14 in 

zinc-mediated cytoprotection (87). The increase in Zip14 expression was also observed 

after administration of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) but was partially independent of IL-6.  

Instead, LPS-mediated Zip14 expression was found to be modulated via nitric oxide 

(NO) signaling pathways in murine hepatocytes (91). LPS stimulated pro-inflammatory 

mediators such as IL-1, which signals for the production of NO, an inorganic reactive 

nitrogen species synthesized in the liver. NO increases binding of the transcription 

complex, AP-1, to the Zip14 promoter leading to transcriptional up-regulation of the 

gene in hepatocytes, which consequently lead to hepatic zinc accumulation (91). NO is 

currently being considered as a fundamental cellular signaling molecule that is critical 

for the maintenance of homeostasis, functioning either as a cytoprotective mediator or 

as an apoptosis inducer (92, 93). Therefore, up-regulation of hepatic Zip14 by NO 

signaling pathway may serve to protect hepatocytes in response to LPS.  

 Zip14 has also been shown to be involved in transporting NTBI into cells (94). 

NTBI is rapidly cleared from the plasma by the liver, mainly by hepatocytes (95, 96) and 

other tissues, e.g., pancreas and heart (97). Suppression of endogenous Zip14 

expression by using siRNA led to a decrease in iron and zinc uptake in AML12 

hepatocytes (78). In addition, the tissues that abundantly express Zip14 also selectively 

accumulate iron during iron overload (98). Interestingly, the highly induced NTBI uptake 

by Zip14 is down-regulated by HFE expression in HepG2 cells (99). HFE expression 

promoted the degradation of Zip14 protein by post-transcriptional regulation. The iron 

transport features and tissue expression profile suggest that Zip14 may play a role in 
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iron metabolism. Indeed, a recent study also localized Zip14 in early endosomes and 

that suppression of endogenous Zip14 in HepG2 cells decreased the uptake of iron 

from Tf, suggesting that Zip14 plays a role in TBI uptake in addition to NTBI uptake (88). 

Zip14 has also been shown to transport Cd and Mn (100). Cadmium is a toxic non-

essential divalent cation that induces adverse health effects in humans (101). Because 

Cd is a non-essential element, it has long been supposed that the transport system of 

Cd into cells is probably mediated by other essential elements’ transporters. To 

investigate the mechanisms of cellular Cd uptake in mammalian cells, a cadmium-

resistant cell line was used (102). The cadmium-resistant cell line exhibited a marked 

decrease of Cd uptake. Interestingly, this cell line also displayed diminished Mn uptake, 

suggesting that Cd and Mn share the same transporter for their entry into cells (103). 

Consistent with this possibility is a recent study that showed a down-regulation of Zip14 

in cadmium-resistant cells (104). Girijashanker et al. reported that Zip14 mediates Cd 

and Mn uptake in mouse kidney polarized epithelial cells (79). Cd uptake by Zip14 was 

competitively inhibited by Zn, and next by Mn.  

Ferroportin (FPN): The iron exporter ferroportin (FPN)/iron-regulated transporter 

1 (IREG-1)/metal transporter protein 1 (MTP-1) was discovered independently by three 

groups (25, 105, 106). FPN has 12 transmembrane domains and a calculated molecular 

weight of 62 kDa (107). The tissue expression profile of FPN indicated highest 

expression in duodenum as well as macrophages of the liver, spleen and bone marrow 

(106). Macrophage FPN expression was induced after erythrophagocytosis, implying 

that FPN 1 is involved in iron recycling (7). FPN is also highly expressed in the placenta 

and is likely to be essential for the delivery of iron to the fetus (108). The importance of 
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FPN in iron homeostasis was formally demonstrated by the generation of Fpn-knockout 

mice. They accumulated iron in enterocytes, macrophages, and hepatocytes (108). 

Intestine-specific inactivation of FPN confirmed that FPN is critical for intestinal iron 

absorption.  

FPN is regulated by iron through transcriptional and post-transcriptional events. 

First, iron loading upregulates the levels of FPN heterogeneous nuclear RNA and 

mRNA via transcriptional mechanisms (109). FPN mRNA contains an IRE sequence in 

the 5’ untranslated region, implying that FPN is regulated by post-transcriptional 

regulation through IRE-IRP interaction (110). FPN is also regulated post-translationally 

via hepcidin. 

Hephaestin (Hp): Hp is a multi-copper ferroxidase necessary for iron release from 

intestinal enterocytes into the blood circulations. The function of Hp was discovered 

from a study of the sla (sex-linked anemia) mouse, which has a block in intestinal iron 

transport. In sla mice, iron uptake from the brush border of enterocytes is normal, but 

the iron accumulates within the enterocytes without being transferred to plasma 

circulation (111, 112). It turns out that Hp is defective in the sla mice (113). Hp is 50% 

identical with Cp, a copper-containing protein with ferroxidase activity. 

Hp mRNA is most abundantly expressed in the small intestine and colon (114). In 

the intestine, Hp expression is regulated by iron and copper levels. For example, Hp 

mRNA levels in rats increased in response to iron deficiency, and decreased after low 

iron repletion (115). In addition, Hp expression is affected by copper. Copper 

supplementation stimulated an increase of Hp mRNA expression and promoted iron 

depletion of intestinal Caco-2 cells (116).  Copper is likely to be important factor for Hp 
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synthesis and ferroxidase function but also for Hp stability. Depletion of copper leads to 

proteosome-mediated degradation of Hp (117).  

Ceruloplasmin (118): Cp, a serum ferroxidase, is the principal copper-binding 

protein, containing over 95% of the copper present in plasma (11). Human Cp encodes 

a 132 kDa glycoprotein containing 1046 amino acids (119). Cp is synthesized 

predominantly by hepatocytes and secreted into the circulation (119). Cp mRNA 

expression is detected in the liver, macrophage, lung, testis, brain and lymphocytes 

(120, 121). Cp is an α2-globulin in human plasma that binds six copper atoms. An 

increase in the hepatic copper pool leads to an increase in the serum Cp level, whereas 

a nutritional copper deficiency brings out a marked decrease in serum Cp level (122, 

123). Although copper does not affect hepatic Cp mRNA or the rate of Cp biosynthesis, 

copper deficiency results in a complete loss of serum Cp oxidase activity (124). 

Interestingly, kinetic and metabolic studies have shown that Cp has no essential role in 

copper transport or metabolism (125, 126).  

Cp appears to mobilize iron from storage tissues by catalyzing the oxidation of 

ferrous iron to the ferric iron, which can be incorporated into apo-Tf. Copper deficiency 

resulted in not only a marked decrease in circulating iron but also accumulation of iron 

in macrophage (127). Interestingly, the administration of Cp to these animals brings 

about a release of iron into the circulation (128). A role for Cp in macrophage iron 

release is supported by Cp knockout mice (129). Interestingly, copper transport and 

metabolism are normal in Cp knockout mice (126), but they accumulated higher 

amounts of iron in macrophage (129). An essential role for Cp in iron metabolism was 

confirmed by the identification of patients with aceruloplasminemia (130). The absence 
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of serum Cp in these patients leads to a slow accumulation of iron in compartments 

where iron is normally mobilized for recycling. Liver biopsy revealed significant iron 

accumulation in both hepatocytes and macrophages (11). Patients with 

aceruloplasminemia have only mild anemia, however, presumably owing to an 

alternative oxidase enzyme in plasma. Aceruloplasminemia does not result in impaired 

intestinal iron absorption, as Hp, a Cp homologue, plays a role in the duodenum (11).  

Duodenal Cytochrome b (Dcytb): Dcytb is a plasma membrane protein 

containing 286 amino acids with six predicted transmembrane domains (114). McKie et 

al. (21) screened genes that were up-regulated in the duodenum of hypotransferrinemic 

(hpx) mice, which have a high rate of dietary iron absorption. Among the up-regulated 

genes, Dcytb was identified, and it shared approximately 50% sequence homology to 

the cytochrome b561 family of plasma membrane reductases. Cytochrome b561 is a 

reductase enzyme involved with regeneration of ascorbate from dehydroascorbate 

(131). Dcytb is highly expressed in the brush border membrane of duodenum (21). The 

localization of Dcytb supports the idea that Dcytb supplies ferrous iron to DMT1. Dcytb 

was also found in mature red blood cells from humans and guinea pigs, whereas in 

mice which make their own ascorbate, Dcytb was not present in erythrocyte (132). 

These observations suggest that Dcytb plays role in ascorbate regeneration in some 

cell types.   

The iron reduction and uptake by Dcytb was demonstrated in MDCK (Madin-Darby 

canine kidney) cells and Caco-2 cells (133). In these two cell lines, overexpression of 

Dcytb demonstrated enhanced ferric reductase activity as well as increased Fe59 uptake 

(134, 135). Like iron, copper is also required to be reduced before it transfers across the 
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cell membrane. In MDCK cells, overexpression of Dcytb stimulated cupric reductase 

activity, suggesting that Dcytb probably reduces copper as well as iron on the brush 

border of duodenal enterocytes. However, targeted disruption of Dcytb suggests that 

Dcytb is not necessary for dietary iron absorption in mice fed a normal iron diet (136). 

The loss of Dcytb had little or no impact on liver non-heme iron in mice fed an iron-

deficient diet. An alternative explanation is that endogenously produced ascorbate in 

mice is enough to reduce ferric iron to ferrous iron. It is well known that mice absorb 

ferric iron well, whereas humans absorb this form of iron poorly (137). Crossing the 

Dcytb KO mice with one unable to make ascorbate will help us to understand better the 

role of Dcytb in human and mice.   

Iron Transport to Peripheral Tissues 

TfR1-Mediated Tf Bound iron (TBI) Uptake: Ideally, nearly all plasma iron is bound 

to Tf. The major iron uptake mechanism by peripheral tissues is through a TfR1-

mediated process. The process is triggered by the binding of holo-Tf to TfR1 on the cell 

surface (138). The complex of holo-Tf and TfR1 then internalizes in clathrin-coated 

vesicles to endosomes. The acidic pH of the endosomal lumen induces a 

conformational change in Tf that results in iron release. The free Fe3+ released to 

endosomes is reduced to Fe2+ by a ferrireductase enzyme such as Steap3 in developing 

erythroid cells (139). Fe2+ is subsequently transported out of the Tf cycle endosome and 

into the cytosol (65). Once in the cytosol, iron is utilized as a cofactor in proteins such 

as aconitase, the cytochromes, and heme, or it is stored in ferritin. After release of iron 

into the endosome, apo-Tf is still tightly bound to TfR1 at endosomal pH, and this 

complex recycles back to the cell surface. When the apo-Tf and TfR1 complex reaches 
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the cell surface or a compartment at neutral pH, apo-Tf dissociates from its receptor, 

and then is ready for a new cycle of internalization (138).   

Tf carries ferric iron, whereas DMT1 is selective for ferrous iron. Therefore, iron 

must be reduced in the Tf cycle endosome. Recently it was identified that Steap3 (six-

transmembrane epithelial antigen of the prostate 3) is the major ferrireductase of the Tf 

cycle endosome in developing erythroid cells. Mice lacking Steap3 presented with 

severe microcytic anemia, and over-expression of Steap3 stimulated the reduction of 

iron in erythroid cells (139), suggesting that steap3 is an endosomal ferrireductase 

essential for efficient Tf-dependent iron uptake. 

DMT1 is essential for the endosomal iron efflux pathway in developing erythroid 

cells. The insight has come from the identification of DMT1 mutation animal models, 

such as mk mice and b rats.  These animals have an autosomal recessively inherited, 

microcytic, and hypochromic anemia, and they display defect of iron transport out of 

endosomes within the Tf cycle (65, 72). In addition, subcellular localization studies 

showed that DMT1 is localized to endosomes, where it colocalizes with Tf. The 

transport activity of DMT1 is pH-dependent and optimal at acidic pH (5.5 to 6.0), 

consistent with its presence in the acidic environment of endosomes (63). In hepatocyte, 

Zip14 may play a role in endosomal iron efflux (88).  

Molecular Regulation of Iron Transport Proteins 

Mammalian iron homeostasis is maintained through the regulation of iron transport 

proteins at the transcriptional or post-transcriptional levels. Regulation of gene 

transcription allows for critical developmental, cell cycle, and cell-type specific controls 

on iron metabolism. Post-transcriptional regulation through the actions of IRP1 and 

IRP2 synchronize the use of mRNA encoding proteins that play roles in iron uptake, 
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storage, and use of iron in all cells. Moreover, there can be regulation by post-

translational mechanisms that alter subcellular targeting or degradation of iron-related 

proteins.  

Transcriptional Regulation  

Several factors regulate iron-related genes at the transcriptional level. First, gene 

expression is transcriptionally regulated by iron status. For example, FPN mRNA levels 

have been shown to increase in response to iron (106). FPN mRNA levels are 

increased after iron loading in macrophage cells, and iron loading does not affect the 

stabilization of FPN mRNA, suggesting that FPN is transcriptionally regulated by iron 

(109). TfR expression was also transcriptionally controlled by iron, as shown by 

experiments in which actinomycin D prevented the increase in TfR mRNA expression 

triggered by iron chelation (140).   

Second, transcriptional regulation of iron-related gene expression results from 

activation of transcription factors. A transcriptional factor is a protein that binds to 

specific DNA sequences and thus partially controls the transcription of DNA to RNA. 

One of the best known transcription factors that affects iron-related gene expression is 

hypoxia-inducible factor-1 (HIF-1). HIF-1 is a heterodimeric DNA binding complex 

composed of an α and  subunit (141). Germ-line deletion of either HIF subunit is 

embryonic lethal with unique features indicating critical roles for both HIF α isoforms. In 

normoxia, the regulatory subunit α is rapidly degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome 

pathway such that the transcription complex can not form (142). Under hypoxic 

conditions, the degradation of HIFα subunits is inhibited. HIFα heterodimerizes with 

HIF, and the heterodimer form relocates to the nucleus (143). The heterodimer form 
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can bind to a specific DNA consensus sequence HRE, which is contained in the 

promoter regions of the target genes.  

Hypoxia itself is known to regulate iron transport since the demand for iron 

required in erythropoiesis is raised. Three regulatory HIF subunits have been 

characterized:HIF1α, HIF2α, and HIF3α (144). Recent studies have shown that HIF2α is 

the major isoform regulating erythropoiesis in adults (145). Interestingly, HIF2α 

mobilizes iron to support erythrocyte production through the down-regulation of hepcidin 

and up-regulation of erythropoietin and FPN (146). The transcription of other iron 

transport proteins, such as Tf and TfR1 are also up-regulated during hypoxia to 

increase iron delivery to the erythron (147, 148). Moreover, a recent study generated 

conditional KO mice that lacked either HIF1α or HIF2α in the intestine (149). They found 

that HIF1α does not participate in controlling iron absorption proteins. In contrast, HIF2α 

directly regulated the transcription of DMT1, the major iron import protein in intestine. 

Other iron-related proteins including Dcytb and Cp have also been shown to be induced 

by hypoxia (105, 150).  

Post-Transcriptional Regulation  

Cellular iron levels are post-transcriptionally regulated by two cytoplasmic iron 

regulatory proteins (IRPs). IRPs are cytoplasmic RNA-binding proteins that bind with 

high affinity to mRNA stem loop structures known as IREs (151). Many iron transport 

proteins have IREs in either the 5’- or 3’-untranslated regions (UTRs) of their mRNA. 

Under low iron conditions, IRP binding activity to IREs increases. Binding of IRPs to 5’ 

IREs inhibits the binding of the 43S pre-initiation complex to the mRNA, causing 

translation inhibition. In contrast, IRP binding to IREs in 3’-UTR of mRNA increase the 

half-life of mRNA by protecting the mRNAs from endonuclease activity (152). 
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Two IRPs called IRP1 and IRP2 have been characterized in mammalian cells. 

IRP1 exhibits considerable sequence homology with mitochondrial aconitase that 

catalyzes the isomerization of citrate to isocitrate (153). Aconitases are iron-sulfur 

proteins and a [4Fe-4S] cluster is required for their enzymatic activity (154). IRP1 also 

contains a [4Fe-4S] cluster and has aconitase activity. Under high iron conditions, IRP1 

assembles a cubane [4Fe-4S] cluster, and this cluster assembly provides it to be a 

cytosolic aconitase, resulting in the loss of its IRE binding activity (155). IRP2 is 61% 

identical to IRP1 in amino acid sequence (156). Even though they have similar 

characteristics, they differ in several ways. IRP1 is a long-lived protein whose 

degradation rate and cellular abundance is not altered by cellular iron status (157). The 

abundance of IRP2 is decreased, and its rate of degradation is remarkably increased in 

iron replete cells (156). IRP2 has conserved the active site to bind a [4Fe-4S] cluster 

(158), however, there is no aconitase activity detectable in IRP2 (157).  

Several iron transport proteins have IREs in either the 5’- (ferritin, FPN) or 3’- 

(TfR1, DMT1) UTR of their mRNAs. For instance, in iron-depleted cells, IRPs binds to 

the IRE in the 3’ UTR of TfR1 and DMT1 or the 5’UTR of ferritin and FPN mRNA (159). 

This stabilizes the mRNAs of TfR1 and DMT1, thus inducing protein synthesis to 

facilitate iron uptake into cells. Conversely, binding of IRP to the 5’ UTR IRE of ferritin 

and FPN mRNA blocks translation, thereby reducing protein levels. On the other hand, 

under higher iron conditions, IRPs fails to bind IRE, and ferritin and FPN mRNA are 

translated, whereasTfR1 and DMT1 mRNA are rapidly degraded. 

Multiple isoforms of DMT1 transcripts have been identified with two isoforms 

containing a conserved IRE in their 3’ UTRs (67). Only the IRE form of DMT1 is 
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markedly up-regulated in the duodenum of iron-deficient animals (63), supporting that 

the IRE mediates iron regulation of DMT1 mRNA stability. However, the iron-dependent 

regulation of DMT1 expression is apparently cell- type specific. In human hepatoma 

Hep3B cells, the IRE form of DMT1 was slightly up-regulated by iron deficiency, 

compared to that of the Caco2 intestinal cell line (160). DMT1 mRNA levels in HeLa 

cells (160), HT29 cells (human intestinal epithelial cells) did not respond to iron status 

(68). Even though the IRE forms of DMT1 interact with IRP1 and IRP2 (160), it does not 

appear to regulate the stability of DMT1 (68). Therefore, further studies will be required 

to determine how IRE is responsible for regulating DMT1 expression.    

Post-Translational Regulation 

Post-translational regulation refers to the control of protein levels by reversible 

ways (post-translational modifications) or irreversible ways (proteolysis) (161). Most 

proteins undergo some form of modification following translation. Post-translational 

modifications such as glycosylation, phosphorylation, and ubiquination result in mass 

changes and serve many important functions in iron-regulated proteins. For example, 

several plasma-membrane proteins appear to be protected from proteolytic cleavage by 

O-linked glycosylation (162). One of the best examples is TfR. The human TfR has 

three N-linked and one O-linked glycosylation sites. The single O-linked oligosaccharide 

is near the transmembrane domain of the TfR at threonine-104. Interestingly, deletion of 

the O-lined glycosylation of the TfR results in the generation of a soluble human-TfR 

(163). O-linked carbohydrate probably involves in suppressing proteolytic cleavage of 

the TfR to a soluble form. Another protein that is affected by post-translational 

regulation is FPN. FPN is post-translationally regulated by hepcidin. Hepcidin induces 
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the internalization of FPN at the cell surface and its subsequent degradation in 

lysosomes (38).  

In addition, TfR2 protein is post-translationally regulated by diferric Tf. Differic Tf 

redirects TfR2 from a degradative pathway through lysosomes into a recycling pathway 

through endosomes (145). Duodenal DMT1 protein expression is also affected by high 

iron conditions via post-translational regulation. High iron levels induce duodenal DMT1 

internalization from the apical membrane of duodenal enterocytes to cytosol. 

Interestingly, membrane levels of DMT1 protein are reduced following high iron in Caco-

2 cells, but total cellular levels of DMT1 are unaffected, implying that some regulatory 

mechanism probably participates in the re-distribution of DMT1 (164).  

Liver Iron Metabolism 

Function of Livers in Iron Metabolism 

 The liver plays a central role in iron metabolism. It is responsible for 

approximately 8% of plasma iron turnover in humans (165). When plasma iron levels 

are low, the liver releases iron into the circulation to meet tissue iron needs. In addition, 

liver is the major storage organ for iron, because it has first-pass access to absorbed 

iron entering the portal circulation from the gut (166). The liver also clears the plasma of 

excess iron during iron overload conditions (167) and stores iron in ferritin and 

hemosiderin. 

The liver is made up of several different types of cells: parenchymal cells 

(hepatocytes), endothelial cells, Kupffer cells and fat-storing (stellate) cells. 

Parenchymal cells occupy 71.9% of the total liver volume, and as many as 35% of the 

cells found in the liver are non-parenchymal cells, representing 5.8%, by volume, of the 

liver (168). Hepatocytes synthesize and secrete virtually all circulating Tf (169). 
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Hepatocytes also express a number of other genes participating in iron homeostasis 

including hepcidin, TfR2, and hemojuvelin. Functional loss of any of these genes results 

in the HH, suggesting that hepatocytes function both in sensing and modulating body 

iron status. Kupffer cells are resident macrophages in the liver. Kupffer cells ingest 

senescent or damaged red blood cells, catabolize the hemoglobin and release the iron 

into the circulation. The quantity of the recycled iron through the macrophage on a daily 

basis is 10~20 times more than that taken up through the intestine (170).  

Hepcidin 

In 2001, two independent groups identified a new iron-regulatory hormone, 

hepcidin (33, 34). Hepcidin is a 25 amino acid peptide with antimicrobial properties that 

has been identified as an important regulator of iron homeostasis. Hepcidin was first 

identified in human urine and plasma (33). Hepcidin is synthesized and secreted 

predominantly by hepatocytes (34). A potential role for hepcidin in iron homeostasis was 

suggested by the unexpected observation that Usf2 (upstream stimulatory factor2) 

knockout mice develop a severe iron overload in various tissues, such as liver, 

pancreas and heart (171). As the Usf2 gene is located immediately upstream of 

hepcidin, disruption of Usf2 gene resulted in the inactivation of hepcidin. Transgenic 

mice over-expressing hepcidin in the liver developed severe iron-deficiency anemia 

(172).  

After the discovery of hepcidin, its key role in iron homeostasis was intensely 

studied. Hepcidin regulates body iron homeostasis by interacting with FPN. FPN is 

predominantly expressed in macrophages and enterocytes, where it regulates most of 

iron entry into blood. Hepcidin binding to FPN triggers FPN internalization and 

subsequently degradation (38), thus reducing iron export cells. Hepcidin levels are 
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relatively high when the body iron is replete, but when body iron levels are low, hepcidin 

secretion is down-regulated and subsequently iron entry into the plasma is stimulated. 

Hepcidin expression is also regulated by other stimuli similar to iron deficiency. For 

instance, phlebotomy, phenlyhdrazine-induced acute hemolysis, and hypoxia in mice 

decrease hepcidin expression (172). In addition, hepcidin expression is induced by 

inflammation. Several studies have elucidated an important link between inflammatory 

cytokines and hepcidin. Using both mice and humans as experimental models, hepcidin 

production is stimulated by directly IL-6, a pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory 

cytokine (38, 89). Administration of IL-6 to human subjects increased serum hepcidin 

concentrations and decreased serum iron levels (hypoferremia) (38). Recently, much 

effort has been directed at understanding how hepcidin expression is regulated and 

several proteins are involved in inducing hepcidin expression such as hemojuvelin 

(HJV), HFE and TfR2. Hemojuvelin (HJV), also known as RGMc, is a member of the 

repulsive guidance molecule (RGM) family (173). HJV is a co-receptor for BMP2, BMP4, 

BMP5 and BMP6 and enhances hepatic hepcidin expression by inducing BMP signaling 

(174). BMPs are multi-functional growth factors that belong to the transforming growth 

factor beta (TGF-β) superfamily (175). The BMP subfamily signals through one set of 

receptor-activated SMADs. Their binding to the BMP1 and 2 receptors activates the 

phosphorylation of SMADs 1, 5 and 8, which then interact with SMAD4, the central 

mediator in TGF- β/SMAD signaling. The complex migrates into the nucleus where they 

increase the transcription of hepcidin mRNA (176). Liver specific disruption of SMAD4 

results in markedly decreased hepcidin expression and accumulation of iron in the liver 

as well as in other organs, implying a major role of TGF-β/SMAD4 in regulating hepcidin 
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expression (177). BMP2, BMP4, and BMP6 are endogenously expressed in liver cells 

(178). However, BMP6 appears to play a major role as an endogenous regulator of 

hepcidin expression and iron metabolism. Targeted disruption of BMP6 in mice causes 

a massive accumulation of iron in the liver, and marked suppression of hepcidin 

expression (179, 180).    

Patients with mutations in the HFE, TfR2, HJV or HAMP genes all show a 

histological pattern of iron deposition in livers, and lead to inappropriately low hepcidin 

levels. These all proteins also highly expressed in livers. Thus TfR2 and HFE, like HJV, 

are probably involved in the regulation of hepcidin expression and the two molecules 

may be part of the same regulatory pathway. However, mechanisms involved in the 

modulation of hepcidin expression related to TfR2 and HFE are not fully understood. 

TfR2 interacts with HFE in transfected mammalian cells like TfR1 (181), however, the 

binding site is quite different. The differences in HFE binding to TfR2 and TfR1 allow 

HFE/TfR2 and Tf to form a complex. These complexes are responsible for regulation 

hepcidin expression in response to iron loaded Tf. The response was abolished when 

endogenous TfR2 was suppressed or in primary hepatocytes lacking either TfR2 or 

HFE (182). In immunoprecipitation experiments, HFE can be found in a complex with 

TfR1 in the absence of holo Tf (183). However, when holo Tf is present, HFE 

dissociates from TfR1 and is found in complex with TfR2 and Tf (182). This suggests 

that Tf-induced hepcidin expression is dependent on the interaction of TfR2 with HFE. 

Hepatic Iron Uptake  

Liver cells have two main pathways for the uptake of non-heme iron from the 

circulation: TBI at physiological iron concentrations (94) and NTBI in iron overload 

conditions. Both TBI and NTBI are mainly cleared by the liver (184). The liver can also 
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take up iron from circulating heme, hemoglobin, and ferritin. The levels of these in the 

plasma are very low in normal conditions, but in the face of hemolysis or ferritin release 

from damaged tissues, the liver can play an important scavenging role in removing 

these molecules from the circulation.  

TfR1-Mediated TBI Uptake: Studies on the uptake of TBI by the liver showed that 

there are at least two pathways (55, 185). The first is a Tf receptor-mediated pathway 

with a high-affinity, but low capacity due to the limited number of receptors. TBI uptake 

by livers increased linearly as the extracellular differic Tf concentration was elevated 

above that required to saturate the TfRs (186, 187). It suggests that there is a second 

pathway, a non-TfR mediated pathway (188). NTR is a low-affinity, but high capacity 

process that operates at higher Tf concentration. The TfR1-mediated pathway in livers 

saturates at low extracellular Tf between 50 to 100 nM in vitro (55, 185). In iron overload 

disorders, most of TBI is taken up by the low affinity process (189), while under low-iron 

conditions the high-affinity process occupies greater significance (190).  

Within the liver, TfR1 are expressed on all cell types, but TBI uptake by liver is 

mainly directed to hepatocyte (191). There are several pathways that affect the TBI 

uptake by TfR1-mediated pathway in livers. First, it is dependent on the expression level 

of TfR1. In iron-deficient hepatocytes, TfR1 expression and subsequent TBI uptake is 

up-regulated (192). In iron overload disorders such as HH, hepatic TfR1 was not 

detactable had no detectable in untreated HH patients (189). Probably, TfR1 dependent 

TBI uptake is not major role in iron loading. Second, the TBI uptake by TfR1 is affected 

by HFE. In vivo and in vitro studies showed that HFE associates with TfR1 at cell 

surface (193) and the binding site for HFE and Tf overlap in TfR1 (194). However, HFE 
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decreases intracellular iron levels in the cells lacking endogenous TfR1 (195). These 

studies point out that HFE can lower intracellular iron levels independently of its 

interaction with the TfR1. Recent studies suggest that HFE inhibits iron uptake by down-

regulation of Zip14 in HepG2 cells, indicating that the interaction of HFE with Zip14 (99). 

Third, TBI uptake by TfR1 is influenced by inflammation. In chronic inflammation, serum 

iron is depleted and hepatic iron accumulates because of RE system iron blockade. 

Interestingly, hepatocyte also increases the uptake of TBI after in vivo stimulation with 

IL-6 (196).  

TfR2-Mediated TBI Uptake: Several studies provide support for a TfR1-

independent pathway for TBI uptake in the liver. One of the possible mechanisms is 

TfR2. Exogenous expression of human TfR2 in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells line, 

which does not express either TfR1 or TfR2, markedly increased Tf uptake and binding 

of Tf at the cell surface (57). Comparison of the subcellular distribution with TfR1 and 

TfR2 by immunoelectron microscopy demonstrated that the two proteins colocalize at 

the plasma membrane and in endosomes (61), implying that the process of TfR2-

mediated TBI uptake is similar to that of TfR1. However, TfR2 is not able to fully 

compensate for TfR1, because TfR1-knockout mice die in utero due to severe anemia, 

and TfR +/- mice have significantly less hepatic iron (197).  Although TfR1 and TfR2 can 

both mediate TBI uptake, they differ in several respects.  

TfR2 is highly expressed in the liver and its expression in murine liver increases 

during development, while TfR1 decreases (58). Both receptors bind holo-Tf, but TfR2’s 

affinity for holo-Tf is significantly lower than that of TfR1 (57). The intracellular 

movement of Tf taken up by TfR1 and TfR2 also differ. TfR1 recycles apo-Tf back to the 
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cell surface after the release of iron, whereas Tf taken up through TfR2 is deposited in 

late endosomal compartments (61), suggesting that TfR2 is involved in intracellular iron 

deposition. TfR1 mRNA expression is inversely regulated by cellular iron levels through 

the interaction of iron regulatory proteins and iron responsive elements (IREs) in the 3’ 

untranslated region of TfR1 mRNA. In contrast, TfR2 mRNA levels do not change with 

cellular iron levels. In mice fed iron-deficient or iron-loaded diets, hepatic TfR2 mRNA 

expression did not change (198). Similarly, in HepG2 cells treated with an iron chelator 

or ferric nitrate, TfR2 mRNA and protein levels did not show any difference (57). 

However, mutations in the TfR2 gene cause an autosomal recessive type of HH that is 

clinically similar to HFE related to HH (199). Transgenic mice with a targeted mutation in 

TfR2 had a severe hepatic iron accumulation, despite no TfR2 as well as down-

regulation of TfR1. Thus, TfR2 appears to play an important role in iron homeostasis 

that is not principally involved in iron uptake. 

Tf Receptor-Independent Pathways: There are several explanations that liver 

can take up TBI by NTR. For example, the expression of TfRs on the cell surface of 

hepatocytes is relatively low (200). When hepatocytes are treated with diferric Tf, TfR2 

protein expression is up-regulated but the iron uptake is unchanged (55). In addition, 

the suppression of TfR expression in human hepatoma cell line HuH7 cell does not 

affect the Tf uptake mediated by NTR pathway (185). 

One possible mechanism of NTR-mediated iron uptake is via fluid phase 

endocytosis (201). This process takes up iron from the fluid phase of the endocytic 

vesicles, which are usually directed to the lysosome and degraded or exocytosed (202, 
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203). The rate of fluid-phase endocytosis reported for hepatocytes is sufficient to 

account for less than 20% of observed uptake of TBI (187, 204).  

Another possible way is that iron is released from Tf at the cell surface and then 

transported across the cell membrane by an iron transporter. First, it has been proposed 

that the iron is reduced by a redox reaction and released from Tf at the cell surface (187, 

205). Support for the presence of a reductase in liver plasma membranes has been 

provided by the action of iron chelators on iron uptake. Ferrous iron chelators that 

cannot pass through the cell membrane have been reported to inhibit the uptake of iron 

from Tf by hepatocytes (206), suggesting that the iron is reduced to its ferrous form 

outside the cell. This is supported by the finding of a plasma membrane 

NADH:ferricyanide oxidoreductase (207, 208). Second, the released iron from Tf is 

transported across the cell membrane by an iron transporter. This iron is likely taken up 

by the same pathway as NTBI in livers. For example, the TBI uptake by hepatocyte and 

hepatoma cell is inhibited by the uptake of NTBI (209). Conversely, the uptake of NTBI 

in livers is reduced by the TBI (209, 210). Interestingly, the uptake of NTBI does not 

compete with the uptake of TBI by the TfR1-mediated pathway, and also not affect in 

the rate of Tf endocytosis by the NTR process (209). This indicates that iron from TBI 

and NTBI is taken up by a common pathway, however, which iron transporter is 

involved is unknown.  

NTBI Uptake in Livers: As free iron is toxic to cells, the body has developed 

systems to transport and store iron in non-toxic forms. Under normal conditions most, if 

not all, of the iron in blood plasma is bound to Tf (211). Usually Tf is only 20~50% 

saturated with iron, which allows for sufficient capacity to normally prevent the 
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appearance of free toxic iron into the circulation. However, in abnormal conditions such 

as genetic iron overload disorders; plasma Tf becomes saturated, giving rise to NTBI 

(212, 213). NTBI is defined as iron bound to low-molecular weight molecules rather than 

the serum protein Tf. The major fraction of NTBI form in the blood (over 50%) is in the 

form of ferric citrate (95). In a healthy individual, NTBI levels are usually less than 1 µM; 

however, in patients with iron overload, they can increase up to 10 µM (213, 214). NTBI 

induces cell damage by generating highly reactive free radicals (215). Such free radical-

induced damage is increasingly implicated as a contributor to the pathogenesis of 

cancer, cardiovascular disease, aging and other degenerative diseases (216, 217).  

NTBI is rapidly cleared from the plasma by the liver, mainly by hepatocytes (95, 

218, 219). Perfusion studies using isolated rat liver have demonstrated that plasma 

NTBI is efficiently cleared by the liver (70% first-pass extraction) (95), whereas the 

clearance of Tf by the liver is usually less than 1% (188). In an animal study, mice were 

first given sufficient intravenous iron to saturate their circulating Tf, and a subsequent 

dose of radioactive NTBI was given either orally or intravenously (96). Over 70% of the 

radioactive iron, irrespective of whether it was given orally or intravenously, was taken 

up by the liver, indicating how effective this process is. Autoradiography showed that the 

NTBI was predominantly removed by hepatocytes, whereas removal by Kupffer cells 

appeared quantitatively much less important (95).   

The feature of the NTBI uptake process is its possible relationship to accumulation 

of other metal ions. Previous studies have shown that a number of divalent metal 

cations such as Zn, Co and Mn inhibit competitively the uptake of iron by cells (95, 167, 

220), suggesting a common divalent metal-ion carrier might be involved. In general, 
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plasma NTBI are taken up in a two step process. In the first step, ligand bound plasma 

NTBI dissociates as a consequence of interacting with cell surface binding proteins or 

reductase. The most preferred one assumes activity of a surface transmembrane 

oxidoreductase that reduces ferric iron and thereby creates the soluble ferrous iron, 

which binds only loosely to Tf (221-223). Stimulation of iron uptake by ascorbate is 

consistent with an important role for the reduced form of iron in NTBI uptake, and this is 

further supported by the ability of the Fe2+ chelators. The Fe2+ specific chelators 

markedly inhibited iron uptake whether ascorbate was present or not, indicating that 

Fe3+ uptake is dependent on reduction to the ferrous state (222). The ferrous form of 

iron is then delivered into the cell by a transporter (167, 224). Precisely how NTBI 

makes its way across the plasma membrane and into cells is unclear, but several 

candidates have been proposed. 

To date, DMT1 is the best characterized candidate for mediating NTBI transport. 

Its role as a candidate NTBI transport protein was confirmed by expression in Xenopus 

oocytes, where it stimulated the uptake of Fe2+ by 200 fold (63). Immunohistochemical 

studies of rat liver showed that DMT1 is expressed along the cell membranes of 

hepatocytes lining the sinusoidal space, and that its expression increased during iron 

loading (73). DMT1 expression has been detected at the plasma membrane of 

hepatocytes, and its mRNA and protein expression were also up-regulated in 

hepatocytes from Hfe KO mice (225). However, DMT1 has several limitations observed 

in transporting NTBI. DMT1 transport activity proceeds optimally at pH 5.5 (63), which 

adapts the transporter well to the environment of the endosome and proximal 

duodenum, but seemingly not to the neutral pH (7.4) at the plasma membrane of the 
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hepatocyte. The mRNA expression of DMT1 is highest in duodenum, but to a lesser 

extent in liver, heart and pancreas (63) which are main storage organs of NTBI. 

Questions also remain regarding the cellular localization of DMT1 in the liver. qRT-PCR 

studies on isolated liver cell populations indicate that the highest levels of DMT1 is 

observed in the Kupffer cells and the lowest levels is in the hepatocyte (226). Moreover, 

DMT1 KO mice were born anemic but without developmental abnormalities. When they 

were injected with iron dextran, dramatically accumulated NTBI into the liver occurred 

(136). This is similar to human patients with DMT1 mutations. They suffered from 

microcytic anemia, but also showed hepatic iron loading (227, 228)]. Clearly the liver 

appears to have an alternative way of acquiring iron independent of DMT1. 

To date none of the known ion channels seem to be involved in hepatic iron 

uptake, although Fe2+ uptake by an L-type Ca2+ channel has been observed in adult rat 

myocardium and myocytes (229). Mammals produce 4 nearly identical L-type Ca2+ 

channels with overlapping patterns of tissue expression. However, information about 

any role for calcium channels in liver iron uptake is scant. One of studies investigated 

the transcripts coding for calcium channel subunits is expressed in the liver, but the 

level of mRNA is relatively low (230). Therefore, more research will be necessary to test 

that L-type Ca2+ channel mediates NTBI uptake into livers.  

Another possible mechanism for uptake of NTBI is Zip14. That Zip14 may be 

physiologically relevant for NTBI uptake is supported by studies of the tissue expression 

of the protein. The first study to identify Zip14 used Northern blot analysis of 16 different 

human tissues and found most abundant expression in liver, heart and pancreas (76). 

These three tissues are especially important to iron homeostasis and also selectively 
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accumulate iron during iron overload. Murine Zip14 transcript abundance by qRT-PCR 

revealed that the highest expression is in liver, whereas a moderate level is in heart and 

kidney (77). Recently, Zip14 has been shown to transport Zn2+ as well as Fe2+ in cells. 

Suppression of the endogenous Zip14 expression led to the decrease of iron and zinc 

uptake in AML12 hepatocyte cells (78). Recent studies showed that the highly induced 

NTBI uptake by Zip14 is down-regulated by HFE expression in HepG2 cells (99). HFE 

expression promotes the degradation of Zip14 protein by post-transcriptional regulation. 

It is possible that hepatic iron accumulation from the mutation of HFE is probably due to 

the increase of Zip14 protein’s stability. Overall, Zip14 probably plays a role in 

transporting NTBI in livers.  

Dietary Iron Deficiency and Overload 

Dietary Iron Deficiency 

Iron deficiency (ID) is the most common nutritional deficiency in the world. A report 

of the World Health Organization estimates, 39% of children younger than 5 years, 48% 

of children between 5 and 14 years, 52% of pregnant women in developing countries 

suffer from the anemia (231), with half having iron deficiency anemia (IDA) (232). A 

significant prevalence was observed in the industrialized countries among certain 

population groups. In the USA, 9~11% of non-pregnant women aged between 16 and 

49 years are iron deficient, 2~5% have IDA (233).  

Nutritional ID occurs when the physiological iron requirement cannot be met by 

iron absorption from the diet. Iron absorption is influenced by the type of dietary iron 

consumed. Dietary iron bioavailability is low in populations who frequently consume a 

plant-based diet such as legumes and cereals along with little meat (234). In plant-

based diets most iron is from non-heme iron. The absorption of non-heme iron is 
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significantly inhibited by phytates, polyphenols and calcium (235). Phytic acid (phytate) 

is the storage form of phosphorous in unrefined cereals, legumes, nuts and seeds. 

Since phyate is negatively charged, it complexes with positively charged iron, resulting 

in poor bioavailability of iron (236). Polyphenols commonly present in many vegetables 

contain phenolic acids, flavonoids and their polymerization products (237). There are 

several kinds of phenolic compounds in beverages such as tea and coffee, herbal teas, 

cocoa and red wine. These phenolic compounds form insoluble complexes with iron and 

thus inhibit iron absorption. The influence of calcium on iron bioavailability is not so 

clear. However some studies suggest that when calcium supplements are given with a 

test meal, it significantly impaired retention of 59Fe in the whole body (238). Interestingly, 

when calcium supplements are added with orange juice, the impairment of iron retention 

was not observed. Orange juice contains ascorbate or citrate, known enhancers of iron 

absorption (237).      

IDA is a very common nutritional disorder among premenopausal women. 

Approximately 1 mL loss of blood means the around 0.5 mg of iron loss, and a heavy 

menstrual blood loss (>80mL per month in about 10% women) dramatically induces the 

risk for ID (239). The loss of iron in a woman is also highly induced during pregnancy. 

The total daily iron requirement in pregnant woman is approximately double that of other 

women.   

In developing countries, the high prevalence of ID is most often from nutritional 

deficiencies worsened by chronic blood loss due to parasitic infections and malaria 

(240). In industrialized countries, it is commonly contributed by the reduced absorption 
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because of the presence of inhibitors of iron uptake in the diet, excessive iron loss, and 

repeated pregnancies in women with marginal iron intakes.  

IDA is characterized by pallor, fatigue and weakness. Several studies have 

documented associations between IDA and poor cognitive and motor development and 

behavioral problems (241). In anemic children, either an infant developmental 

assessment or an IQ test were significantly poorer (242). IDA at the beginning of 

pregnancy is associated with preterm delivery and low birth weight infants (243). During 

pregnancy, IDA is more dangerous because it significantly increases the risk of 

maternal and infant death.  

Iron Overload Disorders 

Hereditary Hemochromatosis (HH): Genetic susceptibility to overload disease 

hereditary hemochromatosis (HH), the most common autosomal recessive disorder, 

affects 1 in every 200 ~ 400 individuals in Caucasians (244). It is an inborn error of iron 

metabolism described by increased intestinal iron absorption, which leads to a 

progressive accumulation of iron in the body (245). A moderate but constantly increased 

basal iron absorption from the diet leads to an increased body iron burden of 20 ~ 40 g 

(normal body iron content = 5g) over a time period of 40 ~ 60 years (246). Excess of 

iron is deposited in parenchymal cells of liver, heart, and pancreas. Characteristically, 

macrophage iron may be decreased despite severe parenchymal iron deposition. At the 

beginning, symptoms of HH include fatigue, arthralgias, depression, impotence, and 

increased skin pigmentation. As the disease progress, HH patients develop serious liver 

inflammation, and which result in hepatic fibrosis and cirrhosis. The frequency of 

hepatocellular carcinoma is increased in HH patient (247). Other symptoms in untreated 

HH patients include progressive increases in skin pigmentation, diabetes mellitus, 
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congestive heart failure and arrhythmias.  Males have a clinically more opportunity to 

accumulate iron in the bodies than females, partially due to the loss of iron in women 

caused by menstruation and pregnancy. 

HH is a heterogeneous genetic disease that may result from mutations in at least 4 

genes. The most common form of HH results from the mutation of HFE gene. HFE KO 

mice rapidly develop iron overload, similar to human patients (197). The HFE gene was 

discovered in 1996 and belongs to the major histocompatibility complex 1 family which 

is ubiquitously expressed on cell surfaces (248). Several mutation forms of HFE were 

identified in HH patients, and the most prevalent mutation (homozygous in 83% of 

patients) was a substitution of tyrosine for cysteine at amino acid residue 282 (C282Y) 

(49). HFE complexes with 2 microglobulin but has no role in immunoregulation (248). 

The HFE C282Y mutation results in the disruption of a critical disulfide bridge which is 

critical for the interaction with 2-microglobulin. Further study for the importance of these 

interactions is provided by the observation in 2-microglobulin KO mice. The lack of 2-

microglobulin alters the expression and function of HFE, developing parenchymal iron 

overload similar to that observed with HH (249).    

The molecular function of HFE in iron homeostasis is unknown, but studies 

indicate that HH patients and HFE KO mice have inappropriately low levels of hepcidin. 

The relations between hepcidin and HFE still remain uncertain. However, the lack of 

hepcidin expression in iron overload disorders implies that HFE plays an important part 

in the regulation of hepcidin expression in response to iron overload. This is further 

supported by the observation that constitutive over-expression of hepcidin inhibits the 

iron accumulation normally in HFE KO mice (250).  
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CHAPTER 2 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cell Culture 

AML12 mouse hepatocytes, a non-transformed mouse hepatocyte cell line (251), 

were grown in Dulbecco’s Modification of Eagle’s Medium/Ham’s F-12 50/50 mix 

medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 40 ng/mL dexamethasone, and 

500 μL ITS (insulin, transferrin, and selenium) cell culture supplement. Rat H4IIE cells, 

initially derived from a Reuber H35 hepatoma (252), were grown in Dulbecco's modified 

Eagle's medium (DMEM) containing 4.5 g/L glucose and 2 mM L-glutamine, 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Both media contained 100 units/mL 

penicillin and 100 μg/mL streptomycin. The cells were maintained in a humidified 

atmosphere at 37°C with 5% CO2. After incubations with iron chelators or Fe-

nitrilotriacetate (Fe-NTA), cells were washed once with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 

prior to isolating RNA.  

Antibodies 

Anti-Zip14 antiserum was generated in rabbit against peptide 

ENEQTEEGKPSAIEVC, corresponding to amino acids 138-153 in rat and 137-152 in 

mouse Zip14. Antibodies specific to the Zip14 peptide immunogen were affinity purified 

by using a peptide-agarose column of Sulfo-Link coupling gel (253). Rabbit anti-DMT1 

antiserum was kindly supplied by Dr. Philippe Gross (McGill University, Montreal, 

Canada). Anti-scavenger receptor B1 (SR-B1) antibody was obtained from Novus 

Biologicals.  
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Rats for Dietary Iron Status and Immunohistochemistry (IHC)   

Weanling male Sprague-Dawley rats (n=18) were obtained from Charles River 

Laboratories. After 3 days acclimation, rats were randomly assigned to three dietary 

groups: iron deficient (FeD), iron adequate (FeA) and iron overload (FeO). Rats were 

fed modified TestDiet® 5755 diets formulated to contain no added iron (FeD), 200 ppm 

iron as ferric citrate (FeA), or 30,000 ppm iron as carbonyl iron (FeO). Iron 

concentrations of the diets, as determined by inductively coupled plasma mass 

spectroscopy (ICP-MS), were found to be 9 ppm (FeD), 215 ppm (FeA), and 27,974 

ppm (3% FeO). The second diet  was based on a modified AIN-93G purified rodent diet 

formulations, supplemented with no added iron (FeD), 35 ppm iron as ferric citrate 

(FeA), or 20,000 ppm iron as carbonyl iron (FeD) (Research Diets). These diets 

contained 20% sucrose instead of 10% in an effort to make the iron-loaded diet more 

palatable and Avicel instead of cellulose to reduce any contaminant iron. To adjust for 

the increased sucrose in the diets, the amount of cornstarch was reduced accordingly. 

The iron concentrations of the diets, as analyzed by ICP-MS, were 10 ppm (FeD), 50 

ppm (FeA), and 18916 ppm (2% FeO). Animals were provided with the diets for 3 wk 

and body weights were measured every third day. Another animal study was performed 

to collect the liver, duodenum and pancreas for immunohistochemistry. Weanling male 

Sprague-Dawley rats (n=18) were fed an iron-deficient (9 ppm), iron-adequate (50 ppm) 

or iron-overloaded (2% carbonyl iron) diet for 3 wk. Animal Protocols for the animal 

studies were approved by the University of Florida Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee.   
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Blood and Tissue Collections 

At the end of animal study, rats were anesthetized with vaporized isoflurane 

delivered by a Surgivet Isotech 4 vaporizer (Smiths Medical). Upon deep anesthesia, 

animals were sacrificed by exsanguination via the descending aorta. Blood was 

collected via a heparinized syringe. Hemoglobin was measured with a HemoCue 201+ 

hemoglobin analyzer (HemoCue). Hematocrit was determined by centrifugation of blood 

collected into heparinized microcapillary tubes.  To collect plasma, whole blood was 

fractionated by centrifuging at 10,000 x g for 15 min at room temperature. Plasma was 

frozen at -80°C until use. 

Serum Iron, Total Iron Binding Capacity, and Tf saturation (%) 

Serum iron and TIBC (total iron binding capacity) measurements were determined 

colorimetrically as described previously (254). Briefly, serum iron or working iron 

standard solution (2 µg/ml) was added with an equal volume of protein precipitation 

solution (0.61 M tricholoroacetic acid, 1M hydrocholoric acid and 3% thioglycolic acid). 

Contents were mixed vigorously and allowed to stand for 5 min. The samples were 

centrifuged at 1500 x g for 15 min and the supernatant was mixed with chromogen 

reagent containing ferrozine. After standing for 10 min, the optical density was 

measured at 562 nm.    

TIBC serum was determined by adding an equal volume of saturation solution (0.3 

M ferric chloride and 1 M HCl). After incubation at room temperature for 15 min, 20 mg 

magnesium carbonate was added and tubes were placed on a rotator for 30 min. 

Following centrifuging at 3000 x g for 15 min, the supernatant was transferred to a new 

tube and the centrifugation was repeated. The supernatant was used to measure iron 
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concentration as described for the serum iron assay. Tf saturation percentage (%) was 

calculated as serum iron/TIBC x 100.  

Non-Heme Iron Determination 

Non-heme iron content of tissues was measured by using the standard method of 

Torrance and Bothwell (255). A sample of frozen tissue (~50 mg) was weighed and 

acid-digested in 3M HCL and 10% trichloroacetic acid. After incubating for 20 h at 65oC, 

an aliquot of the supernatant was mixed with color reagent (bathophenanthroline 

sulfphonate, thioglycollate, and sodium acetate) and the optical density was measured 

at 535 nm. Optical densities were compared to those obtained from a certified iron 

reference solution (Fisher Scientific). 

RNA Isolation and Quantitative RT-PCR 

To isolate total RNA, approximately 50 mg of tissue was homogenized in RNABee 

RNA isolation reagent (TelTest). To remove cell debris, each sample was centrifuged at 

4 oC for 10 min at 10,000 x g, and the supernatant was handled following the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Residual DNA was removed by using the Turbo DNA-free 

kit (Ambion, Austin, TX), and the purified RNA was quantified by measuring optical 

density at 280 nm in a Nanophotometer (Implen). Integrity of isolated total RNA was 

evaluated by agarose gel electrophoresis and glyoxal sample denaturing buffer 

(Ambion). To isolate RNA from pancreas, the RNeasy Mi+ni Kit (Qiagen) was used 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The purified total RNA was used for cDNA 

synthesis using the High Capacity cDNA Archive kit (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, 

CA). The cDNA was then used as template for quantitative reverse transcription 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) with rat gene-specific primers. For PCR, Power 

SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) was used with five log10 standard 
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curves on an Applied Biosystems 7300 Real-Time PCR System. The specificity of gene-

specific primers was confirmed by dissociation curve analysis of PCR products.  

Isolation of Crude Membrane Protein and Western Blot Analysis 

Crude membrane was isolated by dounce homogenization of the tissue samples in 

ice-cold HEM buffer (20 mM Hepes, pH 7.4/1mM EDTA/300 mM mannitol) containing a 

protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Lysates were centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min at 

4 oC to pellet nuclei and insoluble debris. The supernatant was centrifuged at 100,000 x 

g for 30 min at 4 oC to pellet membranes, which were then suspended in HEM buffer 

and stored at -80 oC until analysis. Protein concentrations were determined 

colorimetrically by using the RC DC Protein Assay Kit (Bio-Rad). Proteins were mixed 

with Laemmli buffer and incubated for 15 min at 37oC. Proteins was separated 

electrophoretically on an SDS 7.5% polyacrylamide gel, transferred to nitrocellulose, 

and incubated for 1 h in blocking solution [5% nonfat dry milk in Tris-buffered saline-

Tween 20 (TBS-T)]. Blots were incubated overnight at 4 oC in blocking buffer containing 

2.5 µg/ml affinity-purified rabbit anti-Zip14 antibody. After washing in TBS-T, blots were 

incubated for 40 min with a 1:2,000 dilution of peroxidase-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit 

IgG secondary antibody (Amersham Biosciences). To confirm equivalent loading, blot 

was stripped and reprobed for SR-B1 (Novus Biologicals) followed by peroxidase-

conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (Zymed). Cross-reactivity was visualized by using 

enhanced chemiluminescence and x-ray film.  

Immunoprecipitation (IP)  

For IP, HEK 293T cells were transfected with pCMVSport6/rat Zip14 (rZip14), and 

rat liver membrane (RLM) was isolated. The affinity purified anti-Zip14 (400 µg) was 

incubated with the covalently cross-linked beads (Pierce co-IP kit) in a spin cup column 
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for 4 h with gentle end-over-end mixing at room temperature. After washing several 

times with coupling buffer (0.14 M sodium chloride, 0.008 M sodium phosphate, 0.002 

M potassium phosphate and 0.01 M KCl, pH 7.4), quenching buffer (1 M Tris-HCl, pH 

7.4) was added. The antibody-coupled beads were washed four times with 0.4 ml wash 

solution (1 M NaCl) and two times with coupling buffer, and then stored at 4°C until 

analysis. After placing spin cup into new tubes, 400 µg of RLM was incubated with 

Zip14 antibody-coupled beads for 2 h at room temperature in a spin column. The spin 

column was centrifuged at 5,000 x g for 1 min, and washed several times with coupling 

buffer. Zip14 protein was eluted with elution buffer, and immediately the column was 

regenerated with coupling buffer. For IP with rZip14 (positive control), rZip14 (400 µg) 

was also incubated with the regenerated beads as the same procedure. The original 

samples and elution fraction from IP with RLM or rZip14 were analyzed by Western 

blotting. 

Tissues Frozen Sections for Immunohistochemistry 

Upon deep anesthesia, rats were sacrificed by exsanguination via the descending 

aorta. The liver, pancreas and duodenum were rapidly excised and washed in ice-cold 

PBS. The duodenum was washed out several times with cold PBS and cut into 2-4 mm 

length transverse sections. The liver and pancreas were cut into 2-4 mm length pieces. 

The slices of these tissues were immediately embedded in OCT. Compound (Sakura) 

and frozen in dry ice. Seven-micrometer serial sections were prepared by using a 

cryostat. After the sections were air-dried overnight at room temperature, they were 

incubated in acetone at -20°C for 5 min. The sections were air-dried for 15 min at room 

temperature, and then they were washed in TBS for 5 min. Nonspecific immunoglobulin 

binding was blocked with 2% normal goat serum (Vector lab) for 30 min, and the 
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endogenous avidin and biotin were blocked with avidin/biotin blocking solution (Vector 

lab). The primary antibodies, diluted as 2 µg/mL with antibody diluents (Invitrogen), 

were applied to tissue sections and incubated at 4°C overnight in a humidified chamber. 

The slides were then incubated with biotinylated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Vector lab), 

diluted 1:500 in 2% normal goat serum in TBS for 40 min. The biotinylated antibody was 

visualized using streptavidin-Alexa 488 (Invitrogen) with 1:500 ratio for 30 min. After 

post-fixation with 10% formalin buffered saline for 3 min, the sections were mounted on 

cover slips with Vectashield-DAPI fluorescence mounting media containing 4’,6-

diamino-2-phenylindole (Vector lab). Confocal microscopy and subsequent data 

analysis were done by using the Olympus IX2-DSU spinning disk confocal fluorescent 

microscope and proprietary software.  

Perl’s Prussian Blue and Hematoxylin-Eosin Staining   

Portions of liver were placed in 10% buffered formalin for 16 h, transferred into 

70% ethanol, processed, and embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections were cut into 5 µm 

using a sliding microtome. Sections were air-dried overnight and counterstained with 

Harris haematocylin (H&E), and Perl’s Prussian blue staining. For the H&E staining, 

slides were deparaffinized with xylene, followed by the rehydration with alcohol series. 

The slides were stained with Harris haematoxylin. Following dehydration in alcohol, the 

slides were counterstained with eosin, dehydrated through alcohol series and xylene, 

and mounted with mounting medium. For the iron staining, deparaffinized and 

rehydrated slides were incubated in freshly prepared 2% aqueous potassium 

ferrocyanide-hydrochloric acid incubating solution for 15 min. After washing the slides 

with water, slides were counterstaining with 1% Neutral Red for 2 min. Images were 

taken using an Olympus IX70 inverted fluorescence microscope.  
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Statistical Analysis 

Results are expressed as mean ± S.E.M from representative one of three 

independent experiments. The significance of variability was determined by an unpaired 

2-tailed Student’s t-test or by one-way ANOVA and Turkey’s multiple comparison post-

hoc test (GradphPad Prism).  
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CHAPTER 3 
EFFECT OF DIETARY IRON DEFICIENCY AND OVERLOAD ON ZIP14 LEVELS AND 

LOCALIZATION IN VARIOUS RAT TISSUES 

Disturbances of iron metabolism such as iron deficiency and iron overload are 

common in humans. For example, about two billion people in the world suffer from iron 

deficiency (231). Although iron deficiency is more common in developing countries, it is 

also prevalent in the United States among certain population groups, such as toddlers 

and females of childbearing age (256). The iron overload disorder called hereditary 

hemochromatosis (HH) is prevalent in individuals of Northern European descent, 

affecting approximately 1 in 400 with a carrier frequency of 1 in 10 (248). HH is an 

inherited disorder of iron metabolism that is characterized by excessive iron deposition 

in major organs such as the liver, heart and pancreas. Chronic hyperabsorption of 

dietary iron loads the body with iron, increasing the risk of developing cirrhosis of the 

liver, hepatocellular carcinoma, diabetes, and cardiomyopathy (257). 

Under normal conditions, circulating Tf is only 20-50% saturated with iron. In iron 

overload conditions, plasma Tf becomes saturated and iron appears in the plasma as 

NTBI (212, 213). NTBI is rapidly cleared from the plasma by the liver, mainly by 

hepatocytes (95, 218, 219). Other tissues such as the pancreas and heart also take up 

NTBI. However, it is uncertain which iron import proteins are involved in taking up NTBI 

in these tissues. One of the best characterized importer proteins for NTBI is DMT1 

(227). DMT1 is a transmembrane, proton-coupled metal ion transporter that is present 

in hepatocytes, where it is postulated to be involved in NTBI uptake (160). However, 

DMT1-mediated iron transport in Xenopus oocytes is optimal pH at 5.5. The transport 

activity of DMT1 is also weak at neutral pH, the pH for the plasma membrane of the 

hepatocyte (258). A recent study reported that human patients with DMT1 mutations 
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suffer from microcytic anemia but also show hepatic iron loading (227). DMT1 KO mice 

became anemic; but when they were injected with iron dextran, their livers still took up 

the NTBI (136). Probably, there is an alternative way to take up NTBI in liver. 

Zip14, a member of the ZIP family of metal-ion transporters, has recently been 

shown to transport iron in addition to zinc (78). That Zip14 is probably involved in 

transporting NTBI is consistent with its tissue expression profile. The three major tissues 

expressing Zip14 are the liver, heart and pancreas (Taylor, 2005 #44). T hese three 

tissues are major iron loading tissues during iron overload. Recently, Zip14 was 

observed in the endosome and endosomal Zip14 mediated the TBI uptake in 

hepatocyte (88). A number of studies have focused on how iron is handled by the three 

important tissues involved in iron metabolism: the duodenum, liver and spleen. The 

duodenum is the site of dietary iron absorption; the liver is the main site of iron storage; 

and the spleen recycles iron from senescent red blood cells. However, relatively few 

studies have focused on the pancreas, which also accumulates iron in iron overload 

disorders. Iron overload in the pancreas can impair the function of β-cells, resulting in 

decreased insulin secretion and possible development of diabetes mellitus (259). 

Interestingly, a recent study found that the endocrine pancreas is an additional source 

of hepcidin, the iron-regulatory peptide hormone (260). Pancreatic β-cells also highly 

express DMT1 (261). Iron overload in the rat pancreas following portacaval shunting 

showed marked iron deposition in acinar cells (262). Rats fed a carbonyl iron diet for 4 

to 15 months showed an accumulation of iron in acinar cells as well as the beta cells 

(263). At present, it is unknown which iron import protein is involved in the accumulation 

of iron in pancreas. 
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The aim of the present study was to investigate the relationship between Zip14 

and iron status by using animal models of iron deficiency and overload. Male Sprague-

Dawley rats were assigned to 3 dietary groups (control, iron deficient, and 2% carbonyl 

iron). After 3 weeks of feeding, tissues were harvested and analyzed for non-heme iron 

concentrations, Zip14 mRNA and protein levels. The localization of Zip14 protein in the 

liver, pancreas, and duodenum was also determined by immunohistochemistry.    
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Results 

Effect of FeD and 2% FeO on Rat Body Weight 

Weanling male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed a modified AIN-93G purified rodent 

diet that contained 10 ppm Fe (FeD), 50 ppm Fe (FeA) or 18916 ppm Fe (2%FeO) for 3 

wk (n=6/group). At the beginning of the study, both the FeD and 2% FeO rats showed 

normal rates of weight gain. After 12 days, the body weight gains in the FeD and 2% 

FeO animals were slower relative to FeA controls. The final body weights of the FeD 

and 2% FeO rats were 20% less than those of the FeA animals (Fig. 3-1). At sacrifice, 

FeD rats became anemic, as indicated by reduced Hb (4.6 ± 0.2) and HCT (18.7 ± 1.0) 

relative to those of the FeA (13.2 g/dL and 42.4%, respectively) (Table 3-1). The levels 

of Hb were slightly increased in the 2% FeO rats. The FeD animals had significantly 

lower serum iron and Tf saturation, and higher TIBC than the FeA and 2%FeO rats. 

Non-heme iron concentrations were determined for the liver, spleen, heart, pancreas, 

and kidneys (Table 3-2). In FeD rats, liver and kidneys non-heme iron levels were 

reduced by 57% and 42%, respectively, relative to FeA controls. Liver and spleen non-

heme iron levels were dramatically increased by 2% FeO (60 and 29 times higher than 

those of FeA rats). The heart, pancreas, and kidneys also accumulated higher levels of 

non-heme iron in 2% FeO rats when compared to controls.   

 Characterization of the Immunoreactivity of Anti-Zip14 Antibody 

We generated an antibody against a Zip14 peptide that is 100% conserved 

between rats and mice, but not humans. Specificity of the antibody was investigated by 

using immunoprecipitation (IP), peptide competition, and pre-immune serum. The IP 

was performed using HEK 293T cells that over-expressed rat Zip14 (rZip14) and (rat 

liver membrane) RLM. Rat Zip14 was detected in both the IP and RLM samples as an 
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immunoreactive band with an apparent molecular mass of 140 kDa (Fig. 3-2A). Pre-

incubation of the anti-Zip14 antibody with 50-fold excess immunogenic peptide 

abolished the Zip14-immunoreactive bands (Fig. 3-2B). Immunoreactive bands of 

rZip14 were detected at ~50, 60 and 140 kDa. The 60 kDa band was also observed in 

the vector only, suggesting that the 60 kDa immunoreactive band is not Zip14. No 

immunoreactive bands were obtained when pre-immune serum was used (Fig. 3-2C). 

Collectively, a Zip14-immunoreactive band was detected at ~140 kD in both RLM and 

HEK293T cells transfected with Zip14. In the latter, Zip14 was also detected around 50 

kDa, similar to the calculated molecular mass of 54 kDa for rat Zip14.  

 Hepatic Zip14 is Glycosylated   

rZip14 and two RLM samples were incubated with PNGase F, an enzyme that 

cleaves N-linked glycans, prior to Western blot analysis. Treatment of rZip14 and RLM 

with PNGaseF decreased the apparent molecular mass of Zip14 from ~ 140 kDa to ~ 

100 kDa (Fig. 3-3), indicating that this immunoreactive band is glycosylated.  

Effect of FeD and 2% FeO on Hepatic Zip14 mRNA and Protein Levels  

Transcript abundances of Zip14 and other iron-related genes in rat livers were 

analyzed by qRT-PCR. Rat Zip14 is predicted to be encoded by at least two transcript 

variants, referred to here as short and long transcripts (L-Zip14). Zip14 primers were 

designed to target either both isoforms or the L-isoform specifically. Compared to FeA 

controls, Zip14 mRNA levels were 50% higher in FeD rat liver, but were no different in 2% 

FeO livers (Fig. 3-4A). L-Zip14 transcripts did not respond to dietary iron status. Two  

isoforms of DMT1 (with (+IRE) or without (-IRE)) were increased by 90% and 40% in 

FeD but no change was observed in 2% FeO. To demonstrate iron-related differences 

in mRNA levels, hepcidin (the iron regulatory hormone) (33, 34) and TfR1 (an indicator 
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of cellular iron status) mRNA levels were measured (Fig. 3-4A). Hepcidin mRNA was 

not detectable in FeD and increased 10-fold in response to 2% FeO. Conversely, 

hepatic TfR1 mRNA was highly induced in FeD but showed no difference in 2% FeO, 

compared to that of FeA. Zip14 protein levels in the rat liver did not differ among dietary 

iron treatment groups (Fig. 3-4B). Consistent with mRNA data in rat livers, hepatic 

DMT1 and TfR1 protein levels were up-regulated in FeD (Fig. 3-4B). Interestingly, 

DMT1 immunoreactive bands were not detectable in 2%FeO.  

Effect of FeD and 2% FeO on Pancreatic Zip14 and DMT1 mRNA and Protein 
Levels  

Pancreatic Zip14 (Zip14 or L-Zip14) transcripts were not affected by dietary iron 

status (Fig. 3-5A). In contrast, DMT1 (either with or without IRE) transcripts were 

significantly down-regulated by 2% FeO. Surprisingly, pancreatic Zip14 protein levels 

were markedly up-regulated in 2% FeO (Fig. 3-5B). The pancreatic Zip14 band was 

detected around 50 kDa, similar to the  PC (HEK 293T cells overexpressing rat Zip14). 

No difference was observed in DMT1 protein levels among the dietary iron treatment 

groups (Fig. 3-5B).   

Effect of FeD and 2% FeO on Heart Zip14 and DMT1 Protein Levels 

The heart Zip14 protein band was detected around 50 kDa, similar to the band 

pattern of pancreatic Zip14. Heart Zip14 protein levels were significantly induced by 2% 

FeO, but there were no changes in heart DMT1 protein levels (Fig. 3-6).  

Histological Examinations of Liver and Pancreas  

Rat liver sections were stained with hematoxylin and eosin for morphological 

evaluation (Fig. 3-7). While FeA and 2%FeO livers contained no visible fat droplets, rats 

fed the FeD diet had abundant accumulation of fat droplets in their hepatocytes. Rat 
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liver and pancreas sections were stained with Perl’s Prussian blue for assessment of 

iron loading (Fig. 3-8 and Fig.3-9). No visible iron staining was observed in the FeD rat 

livers (Fig. 3-8). In FeA rat livers, some iron staining was observed around the hepatic 

duct in Kupffer cells. The 2% FeO animals showed considerable iron accumulation in 

liver Kupffer cells and hepatocytes along with the sinusoid. A gradient was produced, 

such that the periportal area (PV) had more than the central vein area (264). In the 

pancreas of 2% FeO rats, iron staining was only observed around acinar cells and not in 

β-cells (Fig. 3-9).  

Localization of Zip14 in Liver, Pancreas, and Duodenum  

Immunohistochemistry was used to investigate the localization of Zip14 in the liver, 

pancreas, and duodenum. In the livers of the FeA rats, the immunostaining with Zip14 

was clearly detected at the sinusoidal borders of the hepatocyte membrane and partially 

in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3-10A). Interestingly, in the 2% FeO rats, Zip14 was observed at 

the plasma membrane and the perinuclear region of hepatocytes along with the 

sinusoid. In the FeD rats, the intense signal of Zip14 disappeared.  Immunofluoresecent 

localization of Zip14 in the rat pancreas showed that Zip14 localizes on perinuclear 

regions and plasma membrane in acinar cells (Fig. 3-10B). The perinuclear region of 

Zip14 staining was more intense in the 2% FeO rats than in the FeA or FeD rats. In the 

duodenum, Zip14 protein was localized at the basolateral membrane in the FeA rats 

(Fig 3-10C). The immunostaining of Zip14 was faint in the FeD rats, but unexpectedly, 

the 2% FeO rats showed a strong signal of Zip14 in the basolateral membrane in the 

villus region (Fig. 3-10C). 
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Discussion 

Zip14, one of the ZIP family members in mammals, has been identified to 

transport iron in addition to zinc in hepatocytes (78). However, there is no information 

about how Zip14 expression is regulated in the liver and other tissues in response to 

dietary deficiency and overload. In the present study, two independent animal studies 

were performed with weanling male rats fed an iron deficient, adequate, and 2% 

carbonyl iron diet for 3 wks. Carbonyl iron was chosen to induce iron overload because 

this form of iron has a good bioavailability and extremely low toxicity due to its slow rate 

of solubilization (265). After 3 wk of feeding the rats on the respective diets, the main 

tissues that load iron (liver, pancreas, and heart) were collected and analyzed for Zip14 

mRNA and protein levels. The localization of Zip14 in the liver, pancreas, and 

duodenum was investigated.  

Under normal conditions, iron is bound to Tf. However, in iron overload, Tf can 

become fully saturated and excess iron is present in blood plasma as a NTBI. NTBI is 

quite toxic, so it is rapidly cleared by the liver, heart and pancreas. The molecular 

mechanism of NTBI uptake has not been fully understood; however, early studies 

suggest that NTBI occurs by a carrier-mediated process (167, 220).  

Candidates for the carrier include Zip14, which has been shown to transport NTBI 

into hepatocytes (78). In the present study, liver Zip14 protein levels did not respond to 

dietary iron deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron. This observation was not consistent with 

the Zip14 protein levels in the pancreas and heart. Zip14 protein levels in these two 

tissues were significantly up-regulated by 2% FeO. One possible explanation of this 

difference is that liver NTBI uptake is not regulated by iron status. Several studies have 

reported that the iron-loaded liver cells can induce the increased rate of NTBI transport 
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(222, 266, 267). In these experimental designs, liver cells were treated with ferric 

ammonium citrate (268) (268). The up-regulation of NTBI uptake by FAC also markedly 

led to the depression of the activities of free radical scavengers (269). The decrease of 

protective effect from free radical scavengers will cause the cell membrane damage and 

the increased iron permeability into cells. It probably leads to an apparent up-regulation 

of NTBI uptake. Indeed, in iron overload patients with high levels of NTBI, serum from 

these patients can induce both the peroxidation of membrane lipids and the formation of 

free radicals (270). More importantly, both iron-overloaded and iron-deficient animals 

took up NTBI as efficiently and with the same kinetic parameters as iron-adequate rats 

(167, 220, 271). There was no apparent difference in the uptake and internalization of 

NTBI by normal and iron loaded hepatocytes (272). Alternatively, it is possible that the 

uptake of NTBI may contribute significantly in the earlier stage of iron loading. 

Compared to the non-heme iron levels in rat tissues, liver non-heme iron levels were 

massively greater (60-fold) in the 2%FeO rats than in the iron-adequate rats. The heart 

and pancreas in 2%FeO rats only accumulated 2 or 4 times higher an amount of non-

heme iron, compared to that of the FeA rats. Even though the liver is a major storage 

organ for excess iron, too much iron can lead to liver damage. It could be possible that 

some other mechanisms can suppress NTBI uptake, when the liver is overwhelmed with 

massive amounts of iron. Interestingly, a recent study reported that the Zip14 mRNA 

copy numbers are 10-fold greater than that of DMT1 in the HepG2 human hepatoma 

cell line (88). In addition, Zip14 transcripts had higher levels in HepG2 cells (11-fold 

greater than in HEK 293 T cells) (88). The observation that Zip14 levels did not respond 

to dietary iron status may be related to the high basal levels of Zip14 in the liver.  
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There is little information about the regulation and function of DMT1 in the liver. 

Liver DMT1 levels by in situ hybridization were not regulated by dietary iron in adult rats 

(73), but others found that liver DMT1 mRNA levels are significantly decreased in 

animals fed a high iron diet (273). I found that liver DMT1 mRNA and protein levels 

were highly up-regulated by dietary iron deficiency, and DMT1 protein was not 

detectable in liver from rats fed a 2% carbonyl iron diet. This observation was opposite 

to the results obtained by others. For example, immunohistochemical studies of rat liver 

showed that DMT1 protein staining was greatest in the 3% carbonyl iron 

supplementation and the least in iron deficiency (73). In addition, hepatic DMT1 mRNA 

and protein expression were increased from HFE KO mice (225). However, there were 

several points that DMT1 does not have major role in transporting NTBI. The optimal pH 

of DMT1 is 5.5, but not at the neutral pH at the plasma membrane where most NTBI 

take up into cells (63). DMT1 transcripts are present in all liver cell types and show the 

highest levels in Kupffer cells and stellate cells but not in hepatocytes, where most NTBI 

accumulates (226). Iron loading was also observed in DMT1 KO mice (136). The results 

from LMTK-cells, a mouse fibroblast cell line, showed that iron has no significant effect 

on the expression of DMT1 mRNA and protein (274). Moreover, in animal studies, high 

iron loading in kidney and heart causes the decrease of DMT1 protein levels (275, 276). 

In the present study, DMT1 protein levels were not affected by dietary iron status in the 

pancreas and heart. Tissue-specific DMT1 knockout mice will be needed to define the in 

vivo role of DMT1 in these tissues.   

The immunoreactive band observed for hepatic Zip14 was observed at a different 

position in the pancreas and heart. A more intense band in the liver was detected at 140 
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kDa, but the pancreas and heart were at 50 kDa. These two immunoreactive bands 

were also observed in HEK 293T cells over-expressing rat Zip14. The detection of 

different-sized immunoreactive bands in the different tissues is not without precedent. 

For example, glucose transporters of different molecular weights were detected in 

different cells and tissues, likely reflecting differences in the degree of glycosylation 

(277). Zip14 expression is also probably affected by the different extent of glycosylation 

in the liver.  

The increase of Zip14 protein levels in the pancreas was not consistent with Zip14 

mRNA levels, indicating that Zip14 is probably post-transcriptionally regulated by iron. 

The post-transcriptional regulation of a Zip protein by iron was investigated with IRT1, 

the iron regulated transporter gene of the plant Arabidopsis thaliana. IRT1 mRNA was 

constitutively expressed in these plants, but the protein level of IRT1 could only be 

detected in the iron-deficient plants (278).  

The second goal of these studies was to investigate the localization of Zip14 in the 

liver, pancreas and duodenum and how it is affected by dietary iron deficiency and 2% 

carbonyl iron. Previously, mouse Zip14 has been shown to localize at the plasma 

membrane in hepatocytes (87). A recent study with the subcellular localization indicated 

that Zip14 is also localized at the endosome in HepG2 cells (88). I found that liver Zip14 

is predominantly distributed at the sinusoidal borders of the hepatocyte membrane and 

partially at the cytoplasm region. In 2% FeO rats, the intense signal of Zip14 was 

observed along the sinusoids, consistent with the expression of the transporter on the 

microvilli of hepatocytes, where most NTBI from sub-endothelial space is taken up. 

Interestingly, Zip14 was also localized at the intracellular region in the 2% FeO rat livers. 
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The liver acquires iron from TBI by a Tf receptor or NTR mediated pathway and from 

NTBI. Previous studies identified that one pathway appears to transport both NTBI and 

TBI, since NTBI uptake is inhibited by TBI (210, 225, 279). Recent studies identified that 

endosomal Zip14 mediates TBI uptake, suggesting that Zip14 may be involved in this 

common pathway. 

The most prominent difference of liver morphology was observed in the FeD rats. 

The iron-deficient rats had large lipid droplets in their livers, but it was not present in the 

FeA or 2% FeO rats. Severe iron deficiency in animals was found to be related with 

abnormal lipid accumulation in the liver. Increased serum triglyceride, cholesterol and 

phospholipids plus increased liver triglycerides have been observed in iron-deficient rats 

(280).  

In the duodenum, Zip14 protein was localized at the basolateral membrane in the 

FeA rats. The signal of Zip14 at the basolateral membrane in the duodenum was highly 

intense in the 2% FeO animals. In general, iron absorption consists of the coordinated 

activity of the influx iron importer DMT1 in the apical membrane (106) and iron exporter 

FPN in the basolateral membrane (106). However, there are limited but convincing 

observations that FPN (281, 282) and DMT1 (283) are located in both the apical and 

basolateral membrane in the duodenum. Over-expression of HFE protein led to the 

redistribution of DMT1 from the apical to the basolateral membrane (283). DMT1 is 

probably required for iron transport out of the endocysotic vesicle during basolateral Tf 

endocytosis (284). A more detailed explanation was followed by steady-state membrane 

localization of DMT1 and FPN and iron uptake in Caco-2 cells (285). Iron loading 

redistributed the DMT1 to the basolateral membrane and FPN to the apical membrane 
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in rats and Caco-2 cells. Interestingly, iron flux was regulated by iron status in Caco-2 

cells. High iron decreased apical uptake and basal efflux but increased basal uptake 

and apical efflux. In iron overload disorders, NTBI is present in the blood plasma. In a 

healthy individual, NTBI levels are usually less than 1 µM, however, in patients with iron 

overload, they increased markedly up to 10 µM (213, 214). Most NTBI is efficiently 

taken up by the liver (95, 218, 219). The translocation of NTBI from blood or livers to 

lumen could be possible. Indeed, in dietary iron-loaded rats, biliary iron excretion from 

hepatocyte lysosomes was coupled, compared to FeA rats (286). This excreted iron in 

bile then probably enters the intestine, and direct excretion into the luimen of the 

gastrointestinal tract. In higher iron conditions, duodenal Zip14 may also be involved in 

transporting iron from blood or the excreted iron in bile to lumen at the basolateral 

membrane in the duodenum.  

In the pancreas, Zip14 was expressed in the plasma membrane and intracellular 

region in the acinar cells in FeA rats. The immunostaining of Zip14 between the FeA 

and FeD rats was not different, but much more intense staining of Zip14 was seen in 2% 

FeO rats. Previously, Zip14 transcripts were expressed in islet cells (287), but 

preliminary data showed that Zip14 is not co-localized with insulin, which is mostly 

expressed in islet cells. A recent paper found that the pancreatic islets were an extra 

source of  hepcidin (260). Pancreatic β-cells are also expressed with DMT1 (261). 

However, iron overloaded animals showed that high iron is accumulated in acinar cells 

(262). Zip14 may be involved in transporting iron into acinar cells.  

In conclusion, pancreas and heart Zip14 protein levels were significantly increased 

by 2% dietary iron overloaded diets. Pancreas and heart DMT1 protein levels did not 
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change in response to dietary iron status. Liver Zip14 protein was highly localized at the 

plasma membrane and intracellular region of hepatocyte along with the sinusoid. 

Collectively, these data are consisted with the hypothesis that Zip14 plays a role in 

transporting NTBI in these three tissues.  
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CHAPTER 4 
EFFECT OF DIETARY IRON DEFICIENCY AND OVERLOAD ON THE EXPRESSION 

OF THE ZIP FAMILY OF METAL ION TRANSPORTERS IN RAT LIVER 

An imbalance of iron homeostasis induces disturbances of iron metabolism such 

as iron deficiency and iron overload. Dietary iron deficiency and overload lead to the 

redistribution of mineral levels in the liver. For example, dietary iron deficiency results in 

higher levels of copper in the liver (64). On the other hand, dietary iron overload results 

in an accumulation of zinc and manganese in the liver and in other tissues (4). 

The liver is the most important organ for mineral storage and expresses a number 

of genes participating in iron homeostasis including hepcidin, TfR2, and hemojuvelin. 

Functional loss of any of these genes results in genetic iron overload disorders, 

suggesting that the liver plays a role in sensing and modulating body iron status. The 

liver can acquire iron from plasma Tf bound to the TfR or from NTBI. During iron 

overload, hepatic TfR levels decrease whereas plasma NTBI levels increase, resulting 

in the accretion of NTBI in the liver (210, 211). Most NTBI accumulates in hepatocytes 

(95, 216, 217). Precisely how NTBI makes its way across the plasma membrane into 

the hepatocytes is unclear, but several possible import proteins have been proposed.  

Metal-ion uptake by the liver may be mediated by ZIP proteins. The name ZIP 

stands for Zrt-, Irt-like Protein (zinc-regulated transporter; iron-regulated transporter) 

(285), and the mammalian ZIP family consists of 14 members. The first member of the 

ZIP transporter family to be identified was IRT1 in the plant A. thaliana. In this plant, 

IRT1 is expressed in the roots and induced by iron deficiency. IRT1 is also involved in 

transporting iron across the plasma membrane of plant cells (84). The highly similar 

homologue to IRT1, IRT2 was also up-regulated by iron deficiency in plants (286). Two 

other ZIP proteins have also been shown to transport iron: ZUPT (E. coli) (287) and 
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LIT1 (L. amazonensis) (288). Most mammalian ZIP family members have been almost 

exclusively investigated to import zinc into the cytosol from the plasma membrane or 

intracellular organelles. However, there is limited information about whether ZIP family 

members are involved in transporting iron as well as other cation metals. Recently, ZIP8, 

which is highly homologous to Zip14, has been shown to transport Cd and Mn (289). 

Moreover, when ZIP2 KO mice were fed a zinc-deficient diet, hepatic iron levels were 

found to be significantly lower than those in normal animals (290), suggesting that Zip2 

plays a role in iron homeostasis. The purpose of the present study was to determine 

how other metals are affected by dietary iron deficiency and overload, and to identify 

which ZIP family members are responsive to dietary iron deficiency and overload. Two 

independent animal studies with different diet compositions were conducted.   
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Results 

Mineral Contents of the Experiment Diets 

To induce iron deficient and overloaded animals, two independent animal studies 

were conducted with the different diets. The mineral contents of these two diets were 

analyzed by ICP-MASS. In the first study, the iron levels were determined to be 10 ppm 

(FeD), 50 ppm (FeA), and 18916 ppm (2%FeO). In the second study, the iron 

concentrations were found to be 9 ppm (FeD), 215 ppm (FeA), and 27,974 ppm 

(3%FeO). The other mineral levels (Zn, Cu, Mn, Mo, and Co) did not differ in each study 

(Table 4-2). 

Effect of FeD and 3% FeO on Body Weight in Rats 

At the beginning of the study, the FeD and FeA rats grew at the same rate, but the 

3% carbonyl iron diet resulted in marked growth suppression. In the 3%FeO group, 

some animals suffered from dehydration. After 3 wks of the feeding study, body weights 

of FeD rats were 15% lower than in the FeA control group (Figure 4-1). The rats fed a 

3% carbonyl iron diet experienced a marked decrease in body weight (50 % less than 

control animals) (Figure 4-1). 

Blood and Tissue Iron Status in FeD, FeA, and 3% FeO Fed Rats 

Rats fed the FeD diets became anemic, as indicated by lower levels of Hb and 

HCT, and higher level of Tf saturation, compared to control and 3%FeO animals (Table 

4-3). Hematocrit levels, but not hemoglobin, were slightly increased in FeO rats relative 

to FeA rats (Table 4-3). FeD rats were iron deficient, as based on the lower amounts of 

non-heme iron in their livers, spleens and kidneys (83%, 88%, and 67% less than FeA 

rats) (Table 4-4). In 3%FeO rats, levels of liver non-heme iron were 60 times higher 
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than those in FeA rats. Excess non-heme iron was also present in the spleen, heart, 

pancreas and kidneys of 3%FeO rats. 

Liver Mineral Concentrations in FeD, FeA, and 3% FeO Fed Rats  

Liver Fe (non-heme and heme) levels and also other metals including Zn, Cu, Mn, 

Mo, Co, and Se were analyzed by ICP-MS (Figure 4-2). In FeD rats, the Fe level was 

decreased by 70%, but Cu, Mn, and Se levels were significantly increased (75%, 33%, 

and 89%, respectively). Compared to FeA rats, Zn and Mo levels did not differ in FeD 

rats. 3%FeO rats accumulated massive amounts of iron in their livers (27-fold), 

consistent with the non-heme iron levels. 3%FeO rats had 21% higher levels of liver Zn 

and Mn and 42% lower levels of Co.  

Effect of FeD and FeO on Hepatic ZIP Transporter mRNA Levels 

To measure relative mRNA levels of all 14 ZIP family members in the livers of FeD, 

FeA, and 3% FeO rats, qRT-PCR were performed. Among the 14 ZIP family members, 

the levels of ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 mRNA were affected by dietary iron status 

(Fig. 4-3). The most remarkable modulation was observed for ZIP5; its mRNA levels 

were 8-fold higher in 3% FeO rats compared to FeA rats. Liver transcript levels of ZIP6, 

ZIP7, and ZIP10 were 30-40% lower in 3% FeO rats relative to FeA animals. The iron-

related changes in ZIP transporters were confirmed in a second study. Liver transcript 

levels of ZIP5 were significantly higher in 2% FeO rats, and mRNA levels of ZIP6, ZIP7, 

ZIP10 were 30-40% lower in 2% FeO rats relative to FeA control (Fig. 4-4).  In FeD rat 

liver, ZIP14 levels were 50% higher than controls. To demonstrate iron-related 

differences in mRNA levels, transcript levels of BMP6 were measured. BMP6 mRNA 

has been shown to be positively regulated by iron (288). Transcript levels of the each 

gene were normalized to the average of two housekeeping genes, cyclophlin A and 
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RPL13A. These two genes were strongly correlated (r=0.91) and did not vary among 

the dietary iron treatment groups.   

Relative Transcript Abundances of ZIP Family Transporters in Rat Liver 

To compare the basal expression levels of ZIP family members, transcript 

abundances were determined by qRT-PCR on a sample of pooled rat liver RNA from all 

six FeA rat livers. As shown in Figure 4-5, ZIP14 and ZIP1 appeared to be the most 

abundantly expressed ZIP mRNA in rat liver. Moderate transcript levels were found for 

ZIP3, ZIP4, ZIP9, ZIP8, and ZIP7. The most weakly expressed ZIPs were ZIP5, ZIP10, 

ZIP13, ZIP11, and ZIP6. For comparison, the transcript abundance of DMT1, a well 

characterized iron import protein, was also determined by qRT-PCR. Both DMT1 

isoforms were found to be weakly expressed in FeA liver.  
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Discussion 

The mammalian ZIP (Zrt-, Irt-like Protein) family of transmembrane transporters 

consists of 14 members. ZIPs have been characterized largely by their ability to 

transport Zn; however, some ZIP proteins are not specific for Zn transport but can also 

transport other metals, including Fe and Mn (289). Zip14 is involved in the uptake of Zn 

and Fe into the liver (78, 88). In the preliminary study, cellular iron deficiency induced 

the increase of ZIP14 mRNA levels in mouse hepatocyte (Fig. A-1). ZIP14 mRNA levels 

did not change upon iron loading (Fig. A-1C). Because ZIP transporters share 

significant homology, it is probable that other ZIP proteins can involve in transporting 

iron. One of the possible candidates is ZIP8, the most similar to ZIP14 (79). To test if rat 

ZIP8 as well as ZIP14 responds to cellular iron deficiency, H4IIE cells were treated with 

200 µM DFO for over a 20 h time course (Fig. B-1).  After the cells were treated with 

DFO for 16 h, cells became iron deficient, based on the higher mRNA levels of TfR1. 

Cellular iron deficiency stimulated the Zip14 and Zip8 mRNA levels (2-fold). The pattern 

of TfR1 mRNA was similar with those of Zip14 and Zip 8 after the cells were treated with 

DFO. These observations indicated that at least one other mammalian ZIP can 

responds to cellular iron status. To determine that some ZIP family members are 

regulated by dietary iron deficiency and overload, the mRNA levels of hepatic ZIP family 

members were analytzed by qRT-PCR.  

This is the first observation of hepatic ZIP family members’ expression by dietary 

FeD or FeO. In two independent feeding studies, FeO rat liver consistently 

demonstrated different expression of ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10. Especially, the most 

remarkable finding was the expression of ZIP5; its mRNA levels were 3- and 8-fold 

higher in 2% carbonyl iron and 3% carbonyl iron overloaded rat livers. In contrast to 
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ZIP5, mRNA levels of ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 were significantly lower (by 24-45%) in 

FeO rat livers relative to FeA rats.  

The only ZIP whose expression was higher in FeO liver was ZIP5. ZIP5 is a 

plasma membrane protein that is highly expressed in the duodenum as well as the 

pancreas, liver, and kidneys (290). ZIP5 is localized in the basolateral membrane of 

enterocytes and acinar cells under high Zn conditions but is internalized during Zn-

deficient conditions (291). The basolateral localization of ZIP5 in acinar cells has led to 

the hypothesis that ZIP5 functions to transport Zn from the blood into acinar cells (291).  

In HEK cells, expression of ZIP5 stimulates Zn uptake and its uptake is not inhibited by 

Fe, indicating that ZIP5 is specific for Zn as a substrate (290). However, ZIP5 mRNA 

levels were unaffected by oral gavage of Zn or by Zn deficiency in mice intestines (292). 

There are no studies about how ZIP5 is involved in iron metabolism. I found that hepatic 

ZIP5 mRNA levels markedly up-regulated under high iron conditions. However, we 

cannot exclude the possibility that ZIP5 is involved in transporting Zn into the liver. Iron 

overloaded rat liver mildly but significantly accumulated Zn (21% higher in FeO livers 

compared to FeA livers). Therefore, further studies will be required to test that ZIP5 has 

a transport activity of iron by iron uptake experiment. Further studies will need to 

determine if the higher ZIP5 mRNA levels result in more ZIP5 protein. It will also be 

important to identify which cell types of the liver express ZIP5, as well as the subcellular 

localization of ZIP5 in hepatic cells.   

Unlike ZIP5, mRNA levels of ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 mRNA were down-regulated 

by dietary iron overload. ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 have been shown to be involved in 

metastatic breast cancer. ZIP6 is highly expressed in tissues sensitive to steroid 
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hormones such as the placenta, mammary gland, and prostate (289).  ZIP6 was 

localized to the plasma membrane of certain cell types and it acts as a Zn import protein 

(81). ZIP6 was initially identified as a gene which is stimulated by estrogen treatment of 

human breast cancer cells (293). As a result, ZIP6 has been suggested as a useful 

prognostic marker for estrogen receptor-positive breast cancer (294). ZIP7 mRNA is 

ubiquitously expressed in mouse and human tissues, and mouse ZIP7 was most 

abundantly expressed in the liver (295). Unlikely in other ZIP proteins, ZIP7 is localized 

in the Golgi apparatus, and the ZIP7 protein transported intracellular Zn from the Golgi 

apparatus to the cytosol of the cells (295). ZIP7 mRNA does not change under either Zn 

limiting or excess conditions. The down-regulation of ZIP7 by dietary iron overload 

probably does not contribute to the elevated hepatic Zn levels. In contrast to ZIP7,  

ZIP10 is expressed differently in response to changed Zn status. The expression 

of ZIP10 was up-regulated by Zn deficiency and down-regulated by Zn excess in both 

the gills and kidneys of Zebrafish (296). The up-regulation of ZIP10 expression by Zn 

deficiency was also observed in mice (297). ZIP10 was the first ZIP gene characterized 

as an MTF-1 target, and the induction of MTF-1 suppressed Zip10 (298). MTF-1 (metal 

response element-binding transcription factor-1) binds to DNA sequences motifs known 

as metal response elements (MREs), which are present in the promoters of metal-

responsive genes (299). Sequence analysis of the ZIP10 promoter has revealed that 

mice, humans and zebrafish have a conserved MRE for ZIP10, but rat ZIP10 does not. 

ZIP10 has been purified, cloned and characterized from rat renal basolateral 

membranes (300, 301). The functional data suggested that ZIP10 mRNA is Zn 

dependent and ZIP10 could import Zn across renal basolateral membranes (300). Rat 
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ZIP10 up-regulated in response to high Zn conditions, which was inconsistent with the 

data that mice and zebrafish ZIP10 are down-regulated by Zn. In the present study, 

even though iron overloaded rat livers had higher zinc concentrations (by 14-21%) , 

ZIP10 mRNA levels were down-regulated by 30 to 40%. Thus, the down-regulation of 

ZIP10 was not likely to be related to the Zn level. In addition, the rat ZIP10 expression is 

increased by the stimulation of thyroid hormones (302). These observations indicate 

that rat ZIP10 is regulated by a variety of stimuli.  

Iron deficiency and overload have been associated with various disorders in the 

human body. For example, iron deficiency, with or without anemia, can impair the 

immune response, limitation in physical performance, and neurological dysfunction 

(241). In iron overload, an excess of iron is deposited in the parenchymal cells of the 

liver (95, 96), heart, and pancreas (97). Iron overload patients develop serious liver 

diseases, diabetes mellitus, and congestive heart failure (216, 217). In addition, iron 

deficiency and overload provoke marked alterations in the metabolism of other metals. 

For example, in iron-deficient rats, the absorption of Mn, Co, and Fe was increased 

(303). Other studies found that there occur a greater absorption of Cu occurs in iron 

deficiency, while that of Zn remains unchanged (304). In the present study, iron-

deficient rat livers accumulated Cu and Mn. In iron deficiency, a marked up-regulation of 

iron absorption occurs in the duodenum via DMT1, a well characterized iron import 

protein (63). DMT1 is also able to transport a multitude of other metals including Mn, 

Co, Cu and Zn (63). The up-regulation of DMT1 in iron deficiency probably leads to an 

increase in the absorption of other metals in the duodenum and these metals probably 

accumulate in the liver. In iron overloaded rat livers, massive amounts of Fe were 
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deposited, and small but significant levels of Zn and Mn were also accumulated. Other 

studies also found that the Zn and Mn levels increased significantly, while the Cu level 

remained almost unaffected (305). The hepatic Zn level was also increased 

approximately five-fold in iron overloaded patients (306). There was a concomitant 

hepatic accumulation of Zn, Mn and Fe, possibly by elevated intestinal absorption and 

hepatic import.  

In conclusion, ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 mRNA levels vary according to iron 

status, suggesting that these ZIP proteins may play a role in iron metabolism. However, 

dietary iron deficiency and overload also resulted in small, but significant, alterations in 

hepatic concentrations of other metals including Cu, Zn and Mn. Thus, it is possible that 

differences in the levels of these metals affected ZIP expression. Additional cell culture 

studies in hepatocyte cell lines may help to clarify if iron alone directly modulates the 

expression of ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, ZIP10. Given their apparent regulation by iron, future 

studies will determine if these ZIPs are capable of transporting iron.   
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Figure 3-1. Effect of dietary iron deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron on body weight in rats. 
Weanling male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed modified AIN-93G purified 
rodent diets containing 10 ppm Fe (FeD), 50 ppm Fe (FeA) or 18916 ppm Fe 
(2% FeO) for 3 wk. Final body weights were compared by one-way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Values represent mean ± SEM, 
n=6. Means without a common letter differ, P < 0.05. 
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Table 3-1. Effect of dietary iron deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron on blood iron status in   
rats 

              FeD FeA 2% FeO 

Hb (g/dL)      4.6 ± 0.2a         13.2 ± 0.2b            14.6 ± 0.5c 

HCT (%)    18.7 ± 1.0a     42.4 ± 0.9b      44.8 ± 1.3b 

Serum iron (µg/dL)    29.4 ± 7.2a      336.8 ± 19.5b     210.8 ± 67.2b     

TIBC (µg/dL)   792.2 ± 45.1b 523.5 ± 38.6a         394.1 ± 17.3a 

Tf Saturation (%)       3.7 ± 0.8a  64.8 ± 3.3b 51.7 ± 15.3b 

FeD iron deficient, FeA iron adequate, 2% FeO 2% carbonyl iron, Hb  hemoglobin, HCT  
hematocrit, TIBC (total iron binding capacity) and Tf saturation (transferrin saturation). 
Values are means ± SEM, n=6. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. In any row, numbers not sharing a common 
superscript are different (P < 0.05). 
 

 

Table 3-2. Effect of dietary iron deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron on non-heme iron in rat 
tissues  

Non-heme iron  FeD  FeA  2% FeO  

Liver  12.9 ± 0.5
a 
 30.1 ± 5

b 
 1812.5 ± 380

c 
 

Spleen   8.7 ± 0.6
a
   18.6 ± 4.8

a
  533.3 ± 78

b
  

Heart  13.6 ± 1.3
a
  18.6 ± 2.1

a
  27.7 ± 1.1

b
  

Pancreas   4.6 ± 0.2
a
   4.7 ± 0.6

a
  18.7 ±  2.5

b
  

Kidney  11.1 ± 1.4
a
  18.9 ± 1.8

b 
 45.9 ± 5.1

c 
 

 FeD iron deficient, FeA iron adequate, 2% FeO 2% carbonyl iron. Each tissue was acid 
digested for 20 h, and nonheme iron levels were determined spectrophotometrically by 
measuring the absorbance of the Fe2+ -bathophenanthroline complex. Values are 
means ± SEM, n=6. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s 
multiple comparison test. In any row, numbers not sharing a common superscript are 
different (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 3-2. Characterization of the immunoreactivity of anti-Zip14 antibody. A) Total cell 
lysate from HEK 293T cells overexpressing rat Zip14 and rat liver membrane 
(RLM) were either immunoprecipitated (IP) or not (no IP) with an anti-ZIP14 
antibody followed by immunoblotting with an anti-Zip14 antibody. B) Total cell 
lysates from HEK 293T cells transfected with either an empty vector (vector) 
or vector encoding rZip14 (rZip14) or RLM were immunoblotted with anti-
Zip14 antibody with or without pre-incubation with 50-fold excess of the Zip14 
immunizing peptide. C) Total cell lysates from HEK 293T cells transfected 
with either an empty vector or vector encoding rZip14 and RLM were 
immunoblotted with pre-immune serum or anti-serum specific to Zip14.  
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Figure 3-3. Hepatic Zip14 is glycosylated. Total cell lysate from HEK 293T cells 
overexpressing rZip14 (rZip14) and rat liver membrane (RLM) were incubated 
in the absence (-) or presence (+) of PNGase F prior to immunoblotting with 
anti-Zip14 antibody. 
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 Figure 3-4. Effect of iron deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron on hepatic Zip14 mRNA and 
protein levels. A) Transcript abundance of Zip14 (either Zip14 or long isoform 
of rZip14 (L-Zip14)), DMT1with (+) or without (-) IRE, hepcidin and TfR1 were 
determined by qRT-PCR. Relative transcript abundances were normalized to 
levels of cyclophilin A. Values are means ± SEM, n=6. Asterisks indicate 
difference relative to FeA controls (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01). B) Immunoblot 
analysis of Zip14, TfR1 and DMT1 in rat liver membrane fractions (100 µg 
protein/lane) of iron deficient (FeD), iron adequate (FeA) and 2% carbonyl 
iron (2%FeO). Membranes were stripped and reprobed with scavenger 
receptor B1 (SRB1) to indicate lane loading.  
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Figure 3-5.  Effect of iron deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron on pancreatic Zip14 and 
DMT1 mRNA and protein levels. A) Transcript abundances of Zip14 (either 
Zip14 or long isoform of rZip14 (L-Zip14)) and DMT1 with (+) or without (-) 
IRE were determined by qRT-PCR. Relative transcript abundances were 
normalized to levels of cyclophilin A. Values are means ± SEM, n=6. 
Asterisks indicate difference relative to FeA controls (*P < 0.05). B) 
Immunoblot analysis of Zip14 and DMT1 protein expression in rat pancreas 
membrane fractions (100 µg protein/lane) from iron-deficient (FeD), iron-
adequate (FeA) and 2% carbonyl iron-loaded (2% FeO) rats. Membranes 
were stripped and reprobed for pan-cadherin to indicate lane loading.  
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Figure 3-6.  Effect of iron deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron on heart Zip14 and DMT1 
protein levels. Immunoblot analysis of Zip14 and DMT1 in rat heart 
membrane fractions or total heart lysate (100 µg protein/lane) of iron-deficient 
(FeD), iron-adequate (FeA), and 2% carbonyl iron-loaded (2%FeO) rats. Blots    
were stripped and reprobed with Na/K ATPase or tubulin to indicate lane 
loading.  
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Figure 3-7.  Hematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) staining of liver tissue from rats fed iron-
deficient, iron-adequate and 2% carbonyl iron diets. Liver samples were fixed 
in 10% neutral buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin; 5-µm sections of 
rat liver were used for H&E staining. Original magnification, X40. 

 
 

Figure 3-8.  Perls Prussian blue staining of liver tissue from rats fed iron- deficient, iron-
adequate and 2% carbonyl iron diets.  Paraffin sections (5µm) of rat liver were 
stained with Perls Prussian blue (blue iron staining). (a) Iron-deficient liver. (b) 
Iron-adequate liver. (c) 2% carbonyl iron liver. Original magnification, x40. (d) 
2% carbonyl iron liver (x20).  HD hepatic duct, CV central vein, PV periportal 
vein.  
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Figure 3-9.  Perls Prussian blue staining of pancreas tissue from rats iron-deficient, iron-

adequate and 2% carbonyl iron diets. Frozen sections (7 µm) of rat pancreas 
stained with Perls Prussian blue (blue iron staining). Original magnification, 
x40.  
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Figure 3-10. Localization of Zip14 in liver, pancreas, and duodenum from rats fed iron-
deficient, adequate and 2% carbonyl iron diets. Cryosections (7µm) of each 
tissue were incubated overnight with rabbit anti-Zip14 antibody. Biotinylated 
Zip14 antibody was visualized using streptavidin-Alexa 488 (green) and nuclei 
were labeled with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (blue). AM, apical membrane, 
BM, basolateral membrane. Images are representative of four independent 
animals with similar results.     
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Table 4-1. Primers used for qRT-PCR    
mRNA        Forward primer Reverse primer                                                         

ZIP1             5'-TCTGGACTTGCTGCCTGACTAC-3' 5'-CGTCACATGAAGAGCCTCCAA-3' 

ZIP2  5'-GCCTGAGGCTGGTGAAGATC-3' 5'-CACAGGAGACATGAGAGCTAAGGA-3' 

ZIP3             5'-GGCACACCGCTCCAAGAA-3' 5'-AAGACGCCACCCCCAAA-3' 

ZIP4             5'-ATGCCGGGCTGACTGTGA-3' 5'-TGAGCGCTGAGGCCAGAT-3' 

ZIP5             5'-CCTCAGCACTACCCTAGCAGTCTT-3' 5'-TGCAAAGTCACCCAGTTCATG-3' 

ZIP6             5'-CACGTTGGCCTGGATGGT-3' 5'-GGCCGTCGCTGAAATTGT-3' 

ZIP7             5'-TTGACTGCAATTGGAGCATTG-3' 5'-CTGCCCCTCCCTCAGTGA-3' 

ZIP8             5'-CCAGATAACCAGCTCGAACTTCA-3' 5'-TGTGGATCCTCACAGGGATGA-3' 

ZIP9             5'-CAGCTGCATGCCTACATTGG-3' 5'-CCACGAGCAACATGAAAACG-3' 

ZIP10           5'-GGCCCTTCAACAGAGACCAA-3' 5'-CTCCTGACCTTCCCTGACTTCA-3' 

ZIP11           5'-GGGTCTCGCTGTCGGTGTAG-3' 5'-TCGAAGGTGGCAGATGCA-3' 

ZIP12  5'-AATGTGCCAGCCTCCAACA-3' 5'-GGACCATAACAGCCAACAAGCT-3' 

ZIP13           5'-GGTCCGGAACCTCAAAGTCA-3' 5'-TGGGTGAAGTTGTCAATGGTATTG-3' 

ZIP14           5'-CCTCACGAGCTGGGAGACTTC-3'             5'-AGAGGGCCTGCTGGATACTCA-3' 

 

BMP6           5'-CGCCGCAATCCTCCTCTT-3'                      5'-CTTTTGCATCTCCCGCTTCT-3'   

DMT1+IRE   5'-TGTGGCCTGGCGTTACG-3'                       5'-CGCAGAAGAACGAGGACCAA-3'   

DMT1-IRE       5'-TTTGAACCAAGGCGAAGAAGA-3'            5'-ACCCATTCACAGCCGTTAGC-3'   

Cyclophilin B 5'-CGCACAGCCGGGACAA-3'                        5'-TTCGATCTTGCCACAGTCTAC-3'      

RPL13A        5'-GCATTTTTTGGCGCACTG-3'                     5'-GCCTGGCCTCTTTTGGTCTT-3'   

Primers were designed by using Primer Express, version 3.0, Applied Biosystems.    
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Table 4-2. Mineral contents of the experiment diets 
 FeD FeA  2%FeO FeD FeA 3%FeO 

Fe 9.7 50.3 18916 8.5 215 27974 

Zn 38.3 47.7 52.0 29.0 23.6 30.3 

Cu 6.0 10.3 10.0 13.1 17.5 13.5 

Mn 9.7 14.0 13.0 52.5 58.9 61.0 

Mo <1.0 <1.0 <1.0 1.9 <0.9 <0.9  

Co <0.5 <0.5 <0.5 2.8 3.3 3.4 

In the 2% FeO study, diets were based on AIN-93G purified rodent diet formulations, 
modified to contain no added iron (FeD), 35 ppm iron as ferric citrate (FeA), or 20,000 
ppm iron as carbonyl iron (2% FeO) (Research Diets). In the 3% FeO study, an iron 
deficient diet (FeD) was designed with the TestDiet ® 5755 diets formulated to contain 
no added iron (FeD), 200 ppm iron as ferric citrate (FeA), or 30, 000 ppm iron as 
carbonyl iron (3% FeO). Mineral compositions of diets (ppm) were analyzed by ICP-MS.  
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Figure 4-1. Effect of dietary iron deficiency and 3% carbonyl iron on body weight in rats. 
Weanling male Sprague-Dawley rats were fed low iron purified diets 
containing 9 ppm Fe (FeD), 215 ppm Fe (FeA) or 27974 ppm Fe (3% FeO) 
for 3 wks. Final body weights were compared by one-way ANOVA followed by 
Tukey’s multiple comparison test. Values represent mean ± SEM, n=6. Means 
without a common letter differ, P < 0.05 
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Table 4-3. Blood iron status in iron-deficient, adequate and 3% carbonyl iron fed rats 

              FeD FeA 3%FeO 

Hb (g/dL)      6.9 ± 0.4a         13.1 ± 0.3b            14.4 ± 0.4b 

Hcrit (%)    29.4 ± 1.6a     44.7 ± 0.6b          49.5 ± 1.2c 

Serum iron (µg/dL)    49.0 ± 3.0a      292.6 ± 19.5b     347.1 ± 10.2b     

TIBC (µg/dL)   733.3 ± 42.3b 391.2 ± 11.9a         479.4 ± 52.6a 

Tf Saturation (%)       6.7 ± 0.2a  74.6 ± 2.7b 74.4 ± 6.0b 

Values are means ± SEM of 6 rats per group. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA 
followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test. In any row, numbers not sharing a 
common superscript are different (P < 0.05). 
 
 
Table 4-4. Tissues’ non-heme iron levels in iron-deficient, adequate and 3% carbonyl 

iron fed rats 

Non-heme iron  FeD  FeA  3%FeO  

Liver  15.0 ± 4.6
a 
 87.4 ± 16.0

b 
 5223.7 ± 344.7

c 
 

Spleen   7.2 ± 1.8
a
   58.1 ± 7.2

b
  375.5 ± 60.1

c
 

Heart  13.6 ± 1.3
a
  18.6 ± 2.1

a
  27.7 ± 1.1

b
  

Pancreas   4.1 ± 2.3
a
   7.0 ± 2.4

a
  32.0 ±  7.6

b
  

Kidney  7.7 ± 4.0
a
  23.2 ± 10.3

b 
 62.1 ± 7.6

c
 

Each tissue was acid digested for 20 h, and non-heme iron levels were determined 
spectrophotometrically by measuring the absorbance of the Fe2+ -bathophenanthroline 
complex. Values are means ± SEM of 6 rats per group.  Data were analyzed by one-
way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple comparison test. In any row, numbers not 
sharing a common superscript are different (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 4-2. Liver mineral concentrations in iron-deficient, adequate and 3% carbonyl 
iron fed rats. Fe iron, Zn zinc, Cu copper, Mn manganese, Co cobalt, Se 
selenium. Iron Liver mineral concentrations (ppm) were determined by ICP-
MS. Values are means ± SEM, n=6. Data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA. 
Values not sharing a common superscript are different (P < 0.05). 
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Figure 4-3. Hepatic mRNA levels of ZIP family members in response to dietary iron 
deficiency and 3% carbonyl iron. Transcript abundances of 14 ZIP family 
members were determined by qRT-PCR. The relative transcript abundance of 
each gene was normalized to the average of two housekeeping genes, 
cyclophilin A and RPL13A. Values for the FeD and 3%FeO groups are shown 
relative to the FeA group. Values are means ± SEM, n=6. Data were analyzed 
by one-way ANOVA. Asterisks indicate differences from the FeA group (*P < 
0.05 and **P<0.01 respectively). Transcript levels of bone morphogenetic 
protein 6 (BMP6) were used as a positive control to demonstrate iron-related 
differences in mRNA levels.   
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Figure 4-4. Hepatic mRNA levels of Zip family members in response to dietary iron 
deficiency and 2% carbonyl iron. Transcript abundances of 14 ZIP family 
members were determined by qRT-PCR. The relative transcript abundance of 
each gene was normalized to the average of two housekeeping genes, 
cyclophilin A and RPL13A. Values for the FeD and 2%FeO groups are shown 
relative to the FeA group. Values are means ± SEM, n=6. Data were analyzed 
by one-way ANOVA.  Asterisks indicate differences from the FeA group (*P < 
0.05 and **P<0.01 respectively).  Transcript levels of bone morphogenetic 
protein 6 (BMP6) were used as a positive control to demonstrate iron-related 
differences in mRNA levels.   
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Figure 4-5. Relative transcript abundance of ZIP family transporters in iron adequate rat 
livers. Transcript abundances were determined by qRT-PCR on a sample of 
pooled rat livers RNA from 6 FeA rats. Abundances are shown relative to 
Zip14, the most abundantly expressed mRNA in rat livers.  
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

Conclusions 

The specific aim of my dissertation was to investigate if Zip14 responds to dietary 

iron deficiency and overload in vivo. To test that Zip14 is regulated by iron status, two 

independent animal studies were conducted. Weanling male rats were randomized into 

the three different diets containing 9 ppm Fe (FeD), 50 ppm Fe (FeA), or 1.8% carbonyl 

Fe (2% FeO). After a 3 wk feeding study, Zip14 mRNA and protein levels were analyzed 

in the three major iron loading tissues: the liver, pancreas, and heart. Liver Zip14 mRNA 

and protein did not change in response to dietary iron deficiency and overload. 

Pancreas and heart Zip14 protein levels were markedly increased by 2% carbonyl iron. 

Pancreatic Zip14 mRNA was not consistent with protein levels, suggesting that 

pancreas Zip14 is post-transcriptionally regulated by iron. A well characterized iron-

import protein, DMT1, was also examined in these three iron loading tissues. DMT1 

protein was not detectable in the iron overloaded rat livers. Pancreatic and heart DMT1 

protein levels were not changed by dietary iron deficiency and overload. The regulation 

of ZIP14, but not DMT1 in these tissues suggests that ZIP14 may play a more important 

role in importing NTBI into these tissues.  

The localization of Zip14 was observed in the liver, pancreas, and duodenum. In 

the liver of FeA rats, Zip14 was clearly stained at the sinusoidal borders of the 

hepatocyte membrane and partially in the cytoplasm. Intense immunostaining of Zip14 

was observed in 2% FeO rat livers. Immunofluorescent localization of Zip14 in rat 

pancreas showed that Zip14 localizes to perinuclear regions and the plasma membrane 

of acinar cells. These regions of Zip14 staining were stronger in 2% FeO rats than in 
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FeA or FeD groups. In rat duodenum, Zip14 was observed at the basolateral membrane 

of the duodenum. Surprisingly, 2% FeO showed the strongest signal of Zip14 in the 

basolateral membrane in the villus regions. Collectively, Zip14 is probably involved in 

transporting NTBI into hepatocyte and acinar cells. Duodenal Zip14 possibly imports 

iron from blood into the duodenum in order to export iron into the lumen in an iron 

overloaded condition.  

The second specific aim of my dissertation was to investigate if the expression of 

hepatic ZIP proteins is regulated by dietary iron deficiency and overload. Two 

independent animal studies were performed. In study 1, weanling male rats were fed 

three different diets containing 9 ppm Fe (FeD), 215 ppm Fe (FeA), or 3% carbonyl iron 

(3% FeO) for 3 wks. The 3% FeO diet resulted in marked growth suppression compared 

to both the FeD and FeD groups. Because the growth retardation could be a possible 

variable among the groups, a second study was performed with the 2% carbonyl iron 

diet. In this study, the basal diet was followed with the AIN-93G diets (standard 

American Institute of Nutrition formulation). Weanling male rats were randomized into 

the three diet groups, containing 9 ppm Fe (FeD), 50 ppm Fe (FeA), or 2% carbonyl Fe 

(2% FeO). The final body weight of rats in the 2% FeO group was similar to that of 

those in the FeD rats. Rat livers were harvested, and the mRNA expression of 14 ZIP 

family members was analyzed by using qRT-PCR. Among the 14 ZIP members, a 

remarkable observation was the modulation of ZIP5 in iron overloaded rat livers. 

Hepatic ZIP5 mRNA levels were 3 to 8-fold higher in iron overloaded rat livers relative to 

FeA livers. ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 mRNA levels are reduced in FeO rat livers. Transcript 
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levels of ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 were 30 ~ 45% lower in FeO rat liver compared to FeA 

liver. 

To test that dietary iron deficiency and overload affect the redistribution of other 

metals in the liver, the levels of Fe (non-heme and heme iron), Zn, Cu, Mn, Co, and Se 

were analyzed by ICP-MS. In iron overloaded rat livers, the dramatic amount of Fe was 

loaded and small but significant amounts of Zn and Mn were also observed. 

 Collectively, ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 mRNA levels modulated according to 

iron overload, indicating that these ZIPs may play a role in iron overloaded conditions. 

However, dietary iron deficiency and overload also resulted in small, but significant, 

alterations in hepatic levels of other metals. Thus, it could be possible that the 

modulations of ZIP proteins are affected by the other metals, but not iron. Therefore, 

further study will be vital to validate that ZIP5, ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 directly respond to 

iron in the liver.  
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Future Directions 

The proposed studies investigated more fully the relationship between Zip14 and 

iron status by using the cell culture system and animal in vivo model. Further research 

will be essential to understand the iron-dependent regulation of Zip14. It may help in the 

development of new strategies to treat disorders of iron metabolism.   

Zip14 was regulated by dietary iron overload in the pancreas and heart but not in 

the liver. Utilization of Zip14 KO mice will be the best model to demonstrate the role of 

Zip14 in iron metabolism. Especially, liver-specific Zip14 KO mice will give a more 

detailed explanation about the role of Zip14 in iron metabolism. To test that the liver 

continuously accumulates iron without Zip14, liver-specific Zip14 KO mice could be fed 

high iron diets.  

It has been found that over-expression of HFE led to decreased Zip14 stability and 

reduced both TBI and NTBI uptakes in HepG2 cells (99). Further studies will be needed 

to measure the hepatic Zip14 protein levels in HFE KO mice. Hfe-/- Zip14-/-  animals 

would also provide more understanding about the role of Zip14 in iron overload. 

Previous study found that HFE can compete with holo-Tf for binding to TfR1 (307). To 

test if Zip14 protein also binds to TfR1, co-IP experiment will be essential.  

The localizations of Zip14 in the liver, pancreas and duodenum were investigated. 

Previous studies investigated the subcellular localization of Zip14 in hepatocytes (87, 

88); however, there is no information about the subcellular localization of Zip14 in the 

pancreatic cells and duodenal enterocytes. Future studies will be required to define the 

subcellular localization of Zip14 in the pancreatic cells and duodenal enterocytes.  

In the duodenum, Zip14 was localized at the basolateral membrane. The 

immunofluorescent signal of Zip14 was more intense in the 2% FeO rat duodenums 
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than in the FeA rat duodenums. Further study will be required to test if duodenal Zip14 

is involved in importing or exporting iron at the basolateral membrane. In addition, there 

is no data regarding whether Zip14 is involved in transporting iron or other metals in the 

duodenum. To shed light on the regulation of duodenal Zip14 by iron, iron uptake 

experiments will be performed with Caco-2 cells. The human intestinal Caco-2 cell line 

has been extensively used over the last few years as a model of the intestinal barrier. 

Caco-2 cells are able to differentiate in long-term cultures and to polarize, when seeds 

on semi-permeable membranes, on which they form a continuous monolayer with tight 

junctions, mimicking the intestinal barrier (308). To test if iron is the only substrate for 

Zip14 in the duodenum, the competition experiment with other metals will be also 

analyzed.  

 In the pancreas, the immunostaining of Zip14 was observed at the acinar cells. 

However, a recent study has shown that Zip14 transcript is the most abundant in 

pancreatic islet cells (287). Future studies will be investigated regarding the co-

localization of Zip14 with insulin, which is produced in the islets of Langerhans in the 

pancreas.  

Several iron related proteins have been reported to have several different 

isoforms. For example, four different isoforms of DMT1 have been identified (67). 

Previously, mouse Zip14 was found to have two isoforms and showed similar tissue 

distributions(Liuzzi, 2006 #45). Additional study will be required to investigate if rat 

Zip14 has alternatively spliced products and a different role in iron metabolism.   

Zip5, ZIP6, ZIP7, and ZIP10 mRNA were regulated by dietary iron overload. To 

test that these ZIP proteins specifically transport iron, HEK293T cells will be needed to 
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transfect with individual human ZIP full-length cDNAs, and an iron uptake experiment 

will be performed. Furthermore, it will be best to use a hepatocyte cell line to determine 

if iron directly modulates the expression of these ZIP proteins. In additions, it will be 

required to measure these ZIP protein levels in response to dietary iron status. Several 

ZIP expressions are ubiquitously expressed, but it will be important to test that which 

ZIP proteins are highly expressed in some specific tissues that are important to iron 

metabolism. 

Dietary iron overload resulted in small, but significant, alternations in hepatic Zn 

levels. Intracellular Zn homeostasis is regulated by two families of Zn transporters: ZIP 

transporters involved in Zn influx and ZnT transporters mediated in Zn influx (289). It will 

be useful information to investigate the effect of FeO on the expression of the ZnT 

family of Zn transport proteins.  
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APPENDIX A 
CELLULAR IRON DEFICIENCY AND IRON LOADING ON ZIP14 mRNA LEVEL IN 

MOUSE HEPATOCYTES 

 

A                                                                             B  

 
C 

 
 

Figure A-1. Cellular iron deficiency and iron loading on Zip14 mRNA levels in mouse 
hepatocytes. A) To deplete cells of iron, AML12 mouse hepatocytes were 
incubated in the absence or presence of 50 µM of either desferrioxamine 
(DFO) or salicylaldehyde isonicotinoyl hydrazone (SIH). C) To induce iron 
loading, AML12 cells were incubated with 0, 50, 250, or 500 μM of Fe-NTA 
(Fe-nitrilotriacetic acid) for 24h. After 24 h, the total RNA was isolated and 
transcript levels of Zip14 (both short and long isoforms), and TfR1 were 
determined by using qRT-PCR. Data are expressed as means ± SEM for 3 
independent experiments, performed in triplicate in each setting. Asterisks 
indicate a statistically significant difference from respective untreated controls 
(P<0.05).  
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APPENDIX B 
CELLULAR IRON DEFICIENCY ON ZIP14 AND ZIP8 mRNA LEVELS IN RAT 

HEPATOMA CELLS 

 

 

 
 

Figure B-1. Cellular iron deficiency on Zip14 and Zip8 mRNA levels in rat hepatoma 
cells. H4IIE rat hepatoma cells were treated with 200 µM DFO for over a 20 h 
time course. At each time point, cells were harvested, and transcript levels of 
Zip14, Zip8 and TfR1 were determined by using qRT-PCR. Data are 
expressed as means ± SEM for 2 independent experiments, performed in 
triplicate in each setting. 
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